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They Liked “Pete”

Subaerlptlona 83 00 per year payable ln
advance: alntite coplea three cents.
Advertising ratea based upon circula
tion and very reaaonabla
NEWSPAPER HISTORT
The Rockland Oarette waa eeiabllahed
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab- |
lished and conaolldated with the Oazette i
ln 1882 The Pree Prese was established
In 1855 and ln 1861 changed lta name to
the Tribune Theae papera conaolldated
March 17. 18B7
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His

Trip

Across the Continent

New Year s Milk Fund Ball

SATURDAY NIGHT, JANUARY 1
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

DANCE

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 31

ARCADE BALLROOM
SPRING STREET. ROCKLAND
Benefit Battery E 240th C.A. (H.D.l
BALLOONS
CONFETTI
Dancing 9 to 1
Admission 40r
155*1
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NEW YEAR’S EVE DANCE
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 31

Dancing 9.00 P. M. to 2.00 A. M.
Admission 40 Cents
Eight-Piece Orchestra
Auspices Camden Outing Club

Rite-Best
Printed Stationery

GALA MIDNIGHT SHOW
NEW YEAR’S EVE
Presenting

"TO FARGO”
A Thundering Romance of the West

with

JOEL McCREA,

FRANCES DEE
BOB BURNS
SHOW STARTS
AT 11.45 P. M.
ADMISSION 35 CENTS—ALL OVER THE HOUSE

STRAND THEATRE

COURJER-GAZETTE SPECIAL
WHITE VELLUM
Monarch Size
75 sheets 7'4x1014
50 envelopes 4x714
Your name and address on paper
and envelopes printed in Blue,
Black. Green or Brown ink.
Only $1.35 postpaid

NEW YEAR’S
GREETINGS AND BEST WISHES

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 MAIN ST.

LINETTE SUPERFINE
White Writing
48 folded sheets 4«x7%
36 envelopes 4x5'4
Your name and address printed
on sheets and envelopes or mono
gram on paper, address on enve
lopes. Blue, blaek, brown, green

ink.
$1.15 postpaid

The Courier-Gazette

ROCKLAND

TEL. 980

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Here's your rhance to buy an Established Business for a Very
LiUle Money. Restaurant and Beer Garden, thoroughly equipped—
in the Heart of the Business Distrirt in Bangor, with a Seating
Capacity for over 50. The Fixtures include: Booths, Tables, Counter
with Stools, Electric Refrigerator, Dishes. Silverware, Glassware,
Cooking Utensils, Gas Range, Oil Range, Oil Heatrola, Piano, Safe,
Radio, etc. Will sell for $500 Cash. Reason for selling, owner in
ill health.

BROADWAY CAFE
102 PICKERING SQUARE.

BANGOR, MAINE
156-1
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Map Out Plans For 1938
By The Roving Reporter

C. Earle Ludwick, who ts now com
pleting hta second term in the office

of sheriff, made known yesterday his
intention to seek a re-nomination in
J the June primaries.

Four years in

I office, coupled with his previous ex-

perience as a deputy under the late
Sheriff Frank F. Ilarding. and a nat

ural ability for handling his official

duties have earned for him the repu

Calls, day or '

night, from any corner of his baili

prompt response, and clues have been
I followed faithfully and tirelessly.
Sheriff Ludwick's friends thorough;out Knox County will be well pleased

,
i.- .----- .
U |rarn 0,31 he d**s not

p

brief period in office.
____________
1

A Silver Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Win

I
j
j

chenbaugh Have Chicken

Supper and Surprise
Mr. and Mrs. Perley C. Winchen
baugh of South Waldoboro were
doubly feted on their silver wedding
anniversary last Sunday. At the home
of Mrs. Winchenbaugh's sister. Mrs.
Theresa Shuman, a chicken dinner
was served in their honor, the guests
being Mrs, Winchenbaugh's sister
and brother r^. and Mrs. H. R.
Winchenbaugh of Rockland, and Mrs.
Winchenbaugh's
brother.
Ernest
Burns

Friday, December 31
ARCADE
Balloons, Confetti, Favors
Dancing 9.00 to 1.00
Admission 40 Cents
Benefit Battery E
156*It

Skiing—Good on Megunticook
Mountain Trail.
Lodge House and Skate House
open nights.
Skating—Pond
cleared
after
“ach snow storm.

READ THE ADS

"Clint" Stahl, the genial proprie
tor of Stahl's Tavern, ln Waldoboro,
had a brief spell of sickness last week,
and while he was under the minis
trations of |Dr. Hahn of Friendship
Santa Claus was busy in the next
room draping presents around his
Christmas tree. One of the presents
was a card table, and Clint hove a
mighty sigh of relief as he gazed
lt.
“Nobody's going to
beat me on that table,” said ths
champion cribbage player of Waldo
boro hill. Speaking of Dr. Hahn re
minds me that before he engaged ln
| be cast by Jan. 6. Ballot boxes will hls present splendid medical practice
j ** placed at Cogan's Drug Store. we used to be rivals on the Maple
Warlen:
Hardware. Rockland: street tennis court.
Chisholm Spa. Rockland; Gregory's,
Rockland. studl0 shop, Rockport;
My little item about "hop. pop and
Boynton-McKay. Camden; Camden spruce beer." claimed the instant at
Drug Co., Camden; H. S Fossett, tention of Miss Elizabeth Nash. It
Union McDonald's Drug Store, was her uncle. William H. Hewett,
who manufactured those popular
Thomaston.
beverages, his shop being located near
I wish to nominate for 1938
the N. A. Burpee Hose Co.'s quarters.

Big Times Ahead At Hosmer’s Pond Snow Bowl wm
—Voting For Queen

u

j WTrnmate his services after such a

I chatted with ‘'Bill'’ Smith of
Vinal Haven in the cosy lobby of The
Thorndike Hotel the other day and
our thoughts turned back three
decades to the time when he was
employed as watchmaker by the late
Orel E. Davies. The motor car was
a comparatively new institution at
that time, and Mr. Davies was one of
the first Rockland men to own a
machine. He was very enthusiastic
on the subject of automobiles and
could tell every local car which
passed his door, by the sound of its
horn. "We went up to Camden, one
day,” said Bill, "and Orel hit a clip
of 30 miles an hour. Never was so
scared in my life, and lt was many
weeks before I could be coaxed Into
that car again." Mr. and Mrs. Smith
went Tuesday to Augusta, scene of
Bill's legislative activities a few
years ago.

ANNUAL WINTER CARNIVAL

wick, has met with an unfailingly

Upon returning home tn the eve
ning Mr. and Mrs. Winchenbaugh
w'ere greatly surprised to flnd their
home filled with guests bidden by
their daughter and son-in-law. Mr.
and
Sidney Simmons, their son
and daughter-in-law. Mr. and Mrs
Nekon Winchenbaugh. and Mrs.
Theresa Shuman.
Re freshments of sandwiches, cake.
Punch and ice cream were served The
number of inhabitants in the country. wadding cake, made by the couple's
daughter. Mrs Grethel WinchenMr Robinson said he had been
baugh. was a three-decker covered
warned not to cross the Mexican bor
with white icing and silver decora
der in hts automobile, because of the tions and on top stood a miniature
insistence of the beggars, so he went bride and groom.
a foot.
The couple were the recipients of
The Carlsbad Caverns in New Mex many beautiful and useful gifts and
ico were mentioned as one of the silver money.
most interesting sights the traveler
Rev. H R Winchenbaugh spoke
saw—large enough to house the Na briefly to the guests. He paid tribute
tional Capitol, and having a tempera to this typical American home and
ture of 59 degrees, no matter how in behalf of the guests gathered
hot outside.
wished Mr and Mrs. Winchenbaugh
Mr. Robinson visited a. Pueblo In many more years of happy wedded
dian encampment, where ladders are life.
used as a method of entrance and
The guests were Rev. and Mrs. H.
exit. The “Sky City" they called it.1 R winchenbaugh Mr. and Mrs Fred
He walked down into the Grand Can- Burns. Mrs. Ernest Burns. Miss Floryon. Hoover dam 720 feet high and ence
Mr and Mrs Alden WaUz.
1180 feet across Is another of the Mr. and Mrs. Milton Creamer, Mr.
J country's marvels. In it was used and Mrs. Austin Winchenbaugh, Mr.
enough cement to make a two-lane and Mr.s. Fred Chute, Mr. and Mr.s.
| highway from Seattle to Florida.
Leland Winchenbach. Mr. and Mr.s.
| Mr. Robinson exhibited many G H. Scofield, Mr. and Mrs Stanley
photographs which he made on his Simmons. Mrs. Lottie Pitcher, Mrs.
tour.
Mamie E Wallace. Mrs Ruby Burns.
Lions Edward Gonia and Cliff Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Winchenbach,
Cross were razzed on account of re James A. Waltz and E. B. Hoffses.
cent events.
At a late hour the guests departed
Guests yesterday were Homer E. expressing their thanks for an en
Robinson and Everett A. Munsey.
joyable evening and again wishing
The meeting next Wednesday will Mr. and Mrs. Winchenbaugh many
be held in the large up-stairs dining more years of wedded bliss.
room. Stafford Congdon wli exhibit
the organ which was played at the
Burpee Furniture Store during the
SNOW BOWL BULLETIN
Christmas season, and explain its
workings. There will also be vocal
Toboganning—Good.
music by a selected choir.

DANCE

A midwinter call for a baseball ; the meeting will go forward to George
meeting was unheard of in RockT&nd Boggs, maneger of the Waldoboro
'team; and "Dool" Daily, manager of
annals until Tuesday when there apthe Camden team.
peared in The Courier-Gazette
It was planned to extend publicity
invitation for last season's Twilight efforts to Maine and Massachusetts
League managers to meet at the dailies and to have a weekly review
Maine Music Store that night.
j in the Portland Sunday Telegram.
That call was issued in behalf of
During the months of March, April.
John Davidson of last year's St. ! May and June there will appear in
George team; and "Jit” Ricker, who the sports columns of Tlie Courierplayed in St. George prior to last ’ Gazette a box question each issue re
summer. The night was cold and iating to interesting Knox Twilight
stormy, but in spite of the inclem- ' League plays of former seasons,
ency there were present with the Bay
Highlights of each coming week
State boys four of the six managers . will also be stressed.
and two other dyed-in-the-wool base- | The season's schedule already made
ball fans.
up will be sent to each manager and
The managers were L. F. Jealous of! a folder schedule will be prepared
Thomaston Frank Winchenbach of for the general public.
Rockland. Maurice Simmons of St.
The Knox Twilight League will
George and Mr. Graffam of Rock- consist of the same teams as last
port. The dyed in the woolers were year—Rockland, Rockport, Camden,
"Dump" Monaghan who is co-mana Thomaston, St. Oeorge and Waldo
ger of the St. George team; and Mr. boro.
Tuesday night's meeting lasted two
Bohndell. who smothered no end of
•difficult flies in the Rockport out hours and was a highly interesting
field. Letters containing details of and satisfactory session.

tation of being one of the ablest

sheriffs in the State.

The speaker shared the opinion
of many others, doubtless when he
thought that cotton was raised al
most
exclusively in the Southern
States. It is grown now wherever'
the land can be irrigated. Last
year's production in this country was
18.000.000 bales, each weighing 500
pounds.
Speaking of crop control Mr. Rob
inson said. "The Government never
yet controlled any crop, and never
will.”
j
Texas is also a cattle Bute, but
the long-horns for which it was famous have been replaced by short- i
horns and Herefords. Oil is piped
there from far away Montana. The ‘
State has facilities for a population
of 131.000.000 or more than the total |

NEW YEAR’S EVE

“The Black Cat”

Twilight Leaguers Have a Fine Meeting, and

[For The Courier-Gazette]

A man who has traveled 33,000
'Fhe bells toll out the midnight hour,
miles in recent years, bent upon seeThe Old Year’s gone, the New is here;
ing his own country flrst, was the I
Lord grant us courage born of Thee,
guest speaker at yesterday's meeting
To face the future without fear.
of the Rockland Lion’ Club, and
unfolded a most interesting trav
We’ve watched some ships sail out of sight,
elogue.
And friends we’ve loved we’ll see no more;
The man was Orrett Robinson, a
•••
•••
Till Comes the day when we set foot,
Perfect love holds the secret ♦ member of the Castine Normal School
Upon that distant, brighter Shore.
— oX the world’s perfect liberty.— ••• faculty who formerly resided in War
•* J. O. Holland
ren. and who will be remembered
The skies are red with 'bhxid and hate,
| by older baseball fans as "Pete" Rob
H •♦•••• ••• >•*>•«■••••> ••• •»•••••••••• ••• •••
inson. star catcher of a Warren ball
As dictators and grasping kings
MINIMUM GRANITE WAGES
team. He has crossed the continent
Upset the peace of all mankind,
------i three times, going once all away
With death and .horrors that war brings.
Seen tary Perkins fixed minimum around the border. It was this trip
wages Tuesday to be paid by the dl- I which he attempted to describe, but
With wrongs to right, and (Wars to end,
mension granite Ir.dtuTy in filling had gone only as far as New Mexico
There’s work for each of us to do;
when hls time limit, plus a little extra,
government contracts of $10,000 or
Want
and woes await us all,
had expired. So pleasing was the
more. Thc Labor Department chief, tale that Mr. Robinson was imme
Except we build the world anew.
acting under the Walsh-Healy ‘Gov diately asked for a return date in
ernment Contracts Act. also fixed the order that he may properly get back
The bells toll out the midnight hour,
maximum work week a t 40 hours. to the starting point.
The Old Year’s gone, the New is here;
The wages included: Maine. New
Mr Robinson's trip was made at
Lord
help us so to Jive that we
Hampshire. Vermont, Massachusetts, i the time the World's Fair was in
May spread Prosperity and Cheer.
Rhode Island. Connec'.lcut and Nt w progress. In West Virginia he
York, 57.5 cents an hour
found more relatives than he had in
Henry Felton Huse.
Maine. He saw primitive conditions
North
'Haven
in Kentucky, in which State, together
with Tennessee he found many plan
ON NEW YEAR’S EVE
tations completely surrounded by
and
fences.
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
The speaker retraced his route long ably the last building which this mites intrigued him especially as he
We Have Bank Night At
enough to say that Washington, D. government will ever construct from remembered how he studied about it
C„ was one of the outstanding marble.
in hls geography.
Glen Cove Grange Hall
Mammoth Cave, extending 200 to ' The Mississippi River, muddy and
cities in this country. He mentioned
Vinal’s Orchestra
Court 300 miles under ground, with Its murky, disappointed him. Twenty156*It particularly the Supreme
Building, which he said was prob- I marvelous stalactites and sta lag1- eight States drain into it. Arkansas,
poor
and destitute, but provided with
hw,
1i good roads. Louisiana famous for
) bridges. thanks to the late Huey
I Long.
The speaker was lost in admiration
of Texas, a State seven times as
large as Maine and 248 times as
| large as Rhode Island. One could
I travel from the Atlantic seaboard 200
j miles beyond Chicago, without ex
ceeding its width. On one 240-acre
ranch where cotton had been raised
for 35 years no fertilizer had been
used except that contained in the
Auspices Parent-Teacher Association
153-156
cotton Jtself. Cotton fetched 46
cents a pound in war times, but when
Mr. Robinson visited the State it had
dropped to 6 cents.

NEW YEAR’S EVE

BASEBALL IN WINTER

Well Known Sheriff

THE NEW YEAR

Former Warren Boy Tells

Volume 92.................. Number 1 56.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, December 30, 1937
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Plans for the third winter carnival
at the Hosmer's Pond Snow Bowl
are already under wav and it is intended to make the four days and
nights a continual spectacle.
Four days and nights of hockey,
skating, skiing, tobagganing. horse
racing, fireworks, dancing on the ice.
and flarelights.
Horses and drivers are coming
from all over the State and some flne
cards have been arranged.
Dancing on the ice beneath the
colorful illumination of colored flares.
Exhibition of fancy skating and
skiing. Skiing exhibition by the
classes now taking instruction. Four
days of exhiliarating, healthy fun in
the great outdoors.
This year the carnival will have a
queen and four ladies in waiting.
Volunteer seamstresses are planning
to make elaborate gowns, robes and
crowns for them, and the prizes and
gifts for the court will be very elab
orate.
The contest will start Jan. 10, and
it is hoped that the court will be rep
resentative ot our Knox County^
towns. A truly flne time is now
being planned for the members of
the court for it is intended to have
this carnival the finest in the State.
Below ls printed a nomination
blank carrying 25 votes which must

Snow Bowl Queen
3rd Annual Winter Carnival

Next Monday is Inauguration Day
at City Hall. I suppose I am the
only man ln Rockland who has wit
Address .................................. —.....
nessed every inauguration since I
The coupon good for 25 votes tf served in the City Government in the
cast on or before Jan. 6.
mid-nineties. I recall the late Mayor
Israel Snow, who presented tlie
My name is
shortest inaugural address I had ever
heard. I spoke to him jokingly about
Ski Instruction
Last Sunday afternoon 27 skiing lt. “Yes." said he. “it's mighty short,
enthusiasts arrived at the Snow Bowl but I won't have so much to take
for their first lesson under the new back when my term's over.”
instructor. Wallace Lovell. It was true
■Boze” wishes the Black Cat a
winter sports spectacle to see the
children and adults go through their happy New Year, and embellishes his
paces. Many children started les post card with the sayings of certain
sons and many more are expecting to well known citizens. He recalls, for
start this weekend.
Children's instance, that a well known gentle
classes will be held Saturday after man by the name of Hamlet said:
Miss ............................... .................. -

noon at 2.30 and adults Sunday at
2.30. From these groups the club ex
pects to develop some real skiers in
the county.
Now that there is plenty of snow
the season is in full swing. The
Lodge and Skate house is open day
and night and the area is illuminated
at night and many people are avail
ing themselves of the fine facilities
offered.
Everyone is invited to visit the Club
at any time.
• • • •

Seeks Senate Berth

The Mountain Trail

A number of Rockland youths skied
the new mountain trail in the Part
last Saturday and Sunday and were
very enthusiastic about it. This trail
starting from the top of Megunti
cook is the only real trail built by
the government in the state. For
four months OOC boys cut the trail,
blew all rocks and stumps and hand
graded it. The trail, thirty to sixty
feet wide was laid out by a govern
ment expert Iast winter and is so
smooth that very little snow is neces
sary to negotiate it.

I

"Let Hercules himself do whst he may.
The cat wlll mew snd dog wlll have hls

day "

It is very Interesting to note that
Maine raised 65 percent of the coun
try's total potato crop this year—
which ought to hold that certain
Western State for a while. By the
way, if Maine raised 6.500.000 bushels
of potatoes this year how many did
Ida hoe?
— o—
My proposition to have the city
establish a recreation ground on the
city's newly acquired property oppo
site the foot oi Talbot avenue was
very favorably received.
"That's
where lt should be—an ideal spot."
said Ralph H. Trim, who knows some
thing about recreation grounds, hav
ing had charge of the ball field at
Oakland Park while manager there.
li Oakland Park could draw several
thousand persons at a single game,
what might be expected of a ball
ground bordering on the heart of
Main street?

Heres a little study in contrasts —
BUI Wlncapaw dropping Christmas
gilts over New England lighthouses,
YOUR FAVORITE EOEM and Mussolini's son dropping bombs
If I bad my life to live again I would on the Innocent women and children
have made a rule to read aome poetry of Ethiopia. Which name should be
and listen to aome music at least onoe
a week. The lose ot these tastes It a inscribed in thc Hall of Fame?

i lose of happlneaa. —Charles Darwin.

The announcement some weeks ago
that Representative Albert B. Elliot
of Thomaston would seek the Stale
Senatorial nomination in the June
primaries was received with countywide satisfaction, and particularly in
the representative class which this
Thomaston young man has so ably
served.
At the last legislative session Mr.
Elliot was house chairman of thc
Maine Publicity committee, and pre
sented a bill asking for a fund nf
$25,000 with whioh to advertise Maine
seafoods. He also interested himself
in a bill for the conservation of clams.
In spite of his quiet and unostenta
tious manner. Mr. Elliot was regarded
as one of the leaders of the House—
certainly one of the most popular.
His elevation to the Senate would
find him well prepared

THE OLD YEAR GOES
The old year goes—the year that was
so weary
With march of feet that groped on
scar-strewn ways;
Thc year that broke the hearts, the
dreams of many—
A New Year comes—a mighty nation
prays
For smoke that curls, gray-wlndtng.
In the sunshine
(Not any more well mind the dust, the
grime).
For whistles blowing—Ood. that wlU be
music—
For tasks to do In an appointed time.

Oh. not that we may hear the trumpets
singing.
Or stand on Sinai with the mighty kings.
Ood. do we ask at that new year's be
ginning.

But may we sometimes feet the brush of
wings.
Now may wc sit In quiet, holy places.
Now may wc smile and may we love
and pray.
And may we share . . . perhaps that is
the greatest
Ot all the gifts we seek this New Year’s
Dav

Helen Welsblnier,

I miss the frequent visits of Scott
Coburn. The Warren octogenarian
Is probably knee deep in a 10-cord
wood pile which he uses instead of
cosmetics for the retention of youth
Thc eagle and crossed flags in
signia, with the motto “E Plurtbus
Unum." which has for so many years
graced the front of the Grand Army
building on Limerock street, has van
ished from the public eye for the mo
ment. and may be found in E. H.
Crie's workshop opposite The Cou
rier-Gazette office, where it will be
redecorated by that talented artist.
The sign formerly ornamented lhe
front of the old custom house block,
and Is an exceptionally fine piece of
carving.
Perhaps some old-time
Rockland citizen will be able To tell
Thp Black (Cat who did the work.

wery-Other-Day

(ockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, December
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Maine Comes Early

THREE-TIMES-*-WEEK

But when thou doest alms, let not
thy left hand know what thy right
hand doeth.—Matt. 6:3.

Beat The “Old Grads”

HRPPV REUI VERB

In Acceptance of Claims For

But Mothball Outfit Put Up

Unemployment Benefits—

Good Fight — The Girls’

The Rules

Game

DOING/ ,’i.DRAKE/H'"ZlOTP/’£FURNITURE CO.
WHY, DUCKY
WHAT Bad
THING DID
YOU OO NOMY

THe Teaches
Had to fix
The Rockland High Alumni was
Maine will accept claims for unem
Hee GAGfee
ployment benefits sooner than any of
given a tough battle here last night
the 22 States set to disburse payments
when the local "school boys" sailed
with the start of the New Year due to
through them to win by one point.
the edict of the Unemployment ComBeing handicapped by a slippery
] pensation Commission handed down
floor the teams were compelled to
by Clifford A. Somerville, chairman,
i This State wili throw wide the doors
keep on a strict diet of passing which
of its State Employment Offlce Satspeeded up the game considerably.
1 urday. ignoring the holiday in order
Sidney Davis of Port Clyde The Glareometer Test Now Although the Alumni had had very
; that benefits may reach those eligibl?
Doesn’t Wish Hirn Any
Being Made For Benefit of llttlc practice you could still see their
earlier than otherwise.
old familiar form which the present
I According to plans of commiss.ons
Hard Luck, But—
Traffic
i in other States, claims will not be
High School team has little of. Both
<9
Port Clyde. Dec. 28
Much interesting new data concern- teams were a little off eye as far as
: accepted until Jan. 3 and after, for in
NOTHING has more appeal than a beautifully furnished home.
most cases observance will be given Ed:tor of The Courier Gazette:—
ing the effect of headlight glare on foul shots were concerned.
Let Bl'RPEE FURNITURE CO. help biautify YOUR home . . .
COMPANY
: to New’ Year's Day.
Unlike Rcdney E Peyler. I am not the ability of automobile drivers to
select your furniture from the smart selection we offer. Come in
The High School was the first to
With a reserve staff organized to having my photograph inserted in
161
MAIN
Sftfcrffrrtkf
TODAY!
safely at night is being assem
score, when Ellingwood dipped into
T
IV!
t” FJ
augment the regular forces if neces- your paper.
bled
as
a result of tests on the Aetna the net and brought up two points.
100 lViany uCl * ires sary a]i 20 employment offices in th?
However. I'd like to make a few
------' State, as well as the administrative comments on Mr. Feyler's article or Olarometer, a recently-added unit of The game was a continuous sea-saw
So Commissioner Lovejoy offices in Augusta and the Portland the one concerning him. which ap- the Aetna Casualty and Surety Com- i from beginning to end. making it very
Starts a Drive To Have and Bangor branches, will be in readi- peared in your paper Dec. 14.
pany's safe driving tests, being dem exciting. Lord was high scorer of
CAMDEN
__
ness Saturday morning to meet the
it seems that he has asked the onstrated this week before the Ameri the game, making 12 of the Alumni's
Them Reduced
rush Of claimants for benefits. Non?
Governor to reappoint him as Com
Parker the three-year-old son of I
~
~
.
can estimate the number of claims to 1 missioner of Sea and Shore Fish can Association for the Advancement 29 points. It was Chisholm who made
Mr.
and Mrs. Gilbert Laite of Bay
of Science A special invitation to that last badly needed basket. The
be filed by that idle number of the
View street was brought home yester
Commissioner, said Tuesday he had 168.C00 covered employes in all parts eries
According to one of his admirers, -‘how the Olarometer at the Associa- "Old Timers" led with a mere mar day from the Waterville Hospital
started a “drive in an effort to reduce of Maine.
he has discarded many ancient tlon's annual exhibition of scientific gin of two points at the end of the where he was taken for the removal
incendiary fires in the State.”
Procedure as to the method of fil theories and followed newer and apparatus was extended by Dr. F. C.
half.
of a coin irom the larynx. An op
Lovejoy said the department had ing claims imposes upon each covered proven trends.
Brown of the Smithsonian Institute.
It was a thrilling sight to watch 1 eration was necessary but the child is j
employed five “experienced men who employe the duty of flrst registering
I am wondering if that is the rea-' one of the officials in charge of the the two "Sister" teams fight it out to ’ convalescing as rapidly as could be
are ready to carry on a program of for work. In hundreds of cases sen why the price of our lobsters has meeting.
a well earned finish here last night in expected.
investigation," which, he said, was throughout the State many eligible to dropped to pre war prices. Like the
Scientists have expressed interest the opener. Although the Alumni
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Larrabee of
started at the "suggestion of Gov. file claims and receive benefits from American dollar our lobsters have in the device because it is the first girls' put up a good scrap they
Bridgton have been recent guests of ,
Maine's nearly $4,000,000 in contribu dropped below the standard value.
Barrows."
mechanism thus far developed to au- couldn't quite overwhelm
their her parents. Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
"The number of suspicious fires in tions from employers have already
There's something wrong and for tomatically register a driver's degree younger heirs who have inherited
Maine the last two months," Lovejoy registered for work and will be given one I am not satisfied with Mr. Fey- of reslstence to headlight glare. A what used to be theirs to contend ’ Sprague.
Mr. and Mrs Guy Cucinotta have
said "has been way out of proportion preference in the matter of interview ler's so called worth while results check of persons taking the Glaro- with. Rose, who was the only girl
returned
from a visit in Boston and
to what it should be. and with the for benefits.
He said. "He tried to run the Sea and meter test showed that some are al- playing to represent the Flanagan
______
On the occasion of the initial visit Shore Fish business the way he did most totally blinded by headlight' family was “leading lady" making vicinity.
move we have made, we intend to in
vestigate such fires to the fullest ex of a claimant a claim is filed and his own business."
Daniel Yates who has been a medi
glare, while others appear capable of npoints forthe “OldLadles."Shanthen there ensues a waiting period of
tent."
cal
patient at the Pettapiece Hospi
There's a vast difference between handling an automobile at reasonable non was starforward for the High
He said the department's program two weeks during which time effort running a small fish business and speeds without danger.
tal has returned home. Miss Eloise
I School. The score.
had the "wholehearted support" of is made by the employment service satisfying 4.000 lobster fishermen.
Dunn of Thomaston and Mrs. Susan
When taking the test, the driver is |
Maine fire chiefs and county officials. to find re-employment for the idle
Clark cf New York are medical pa
I don't mean to be too critical but impressed with the manner in which IRockland High Boys (30)
"We intend to use every effort to worker. If, by the end of the third I consider that Mr Feyler has made his eyes are tricked while facing a'
G. F. P tients.
reduce the property loss in our State week, the status of the claimant has a few blunders. The outstanding bright light. Because there is com-' Winchenbach. rf
Mr anc Mrs. Everett Rankin have
5
0 10
from incendiarism, or carelessness, not changed and he or she continues one in my opinion is this: During the paratively little light to be had after G. Ellis, rf
0
O
0 closed Milady's Beauty Salon on
Marty, many thanks for the most generous pa
which is akin to criminal neglect. unemployed, the claim is computed latter part of 1935 I believe Mr. Pey- dark the pupils dilate to admit all the J Cole, lf
1
0
2 Main street and returned to Bangor.
When we consider the number of on the basis of wage credits to that ler should have consulted the lobster light possible. However when a sud- Chisholm, lf
Mrs. Warren Conant is in Boston
1
3
7
tronage the past year. People have been most kind
fires which are caused directly or in worker and compensation is ordered f^hermen and found out the kind of hen glare flashes into the eyes the Ellingwood. c
1
0
2 where she will spend several weeks.
and
for ali these things we are most grateful. Now
directly by design in the State, we for that third week. However, each law the majority wanted. This could pupils contract quickly. The sudden Bohn, c
1
The Auxiliary to the Sons of |
0
2
we want you to remember and look forward to our
find that a large percentage of fires week following the first visit and on have been done by sending question- increase in the intensity of the light Billings, rg.
1
I
3 Union Veterans will meet at the |
are caused by some agency other than the same day of the week that the naires to every lobster fisherman.
0
I
1 Megunticook Grange hall Friday at 2
impairs the vision just as surely as ! Rawley, rg.
flrst visit is made, a worker must re
pure accident.”
0
3
Previous to the passage of the does an insufficient amount."
’ Anderson, lg
3 o'clock and there will be work on
Lovejoy said his department would turn
___ to the office where the claim double gauge law, Mr. Feyler pre— — — puffs. Picnic supper at 6 o'clock. In
Instruments especially designed for
devise a new system “to provide for was filed and make a continued tended to be opposed to it. Even the purpose measure and record on a
Totals,
12
6 30 the evening there wil be a public
keeping records of every fire, loca- i claim report.
beano party under the auspices of the
after the passage of the new law he score card the number of light units
Boys'
(29)
tion, damage, insurance Involved, and
in keeping with the procedure, it wasn't anxious to buy the smaller required for the driver to properly
Auxiliary and the Ladles of the
claim paid."
! is from the continued claim report sized lobsters.
O. F. P GA.R. Refreshments will be served.
overcome the glare caused by the
He said his department at present ,fiat the claims division of the cornThe Methodist Lend-A-Hand Club
During the regular session of the ' bright beams thrown directly into his I Cuccinello, rf
had no complete records showing the mission will determine the amount oi Legislature in 1936 there's a pos- *«*• If his glare resistence is lower Pei,lcane- rf.
This is the sale to which all our customers look
met this week at the home of Mrs.
number of "incendiary fires" in benefits to be received by an indi • I sibility that we could have raised our than average, as shown by his score '
ta '
Evelyn Taylor and as it was the
forward to. Better begin saving your money. Here
Maine the past year. The depart- vidual weekly and for how long a pe- minimum length as well as the card. the driver is thus shown the
” '
birthday of the hostess she was given
we have some tremendous bargains for those who
ment will co-operate with fire chiefs
SUch benefits will be paid. Under maximum which was raised one- necessity for driving even more slowly !
’ c
a surprise party and received two
take advantage of this sale. Remember the date—
and other officials in an effort to ob- j the jaw benefits will not be payable fourth of an inch.
than he otherwise would when driv-j_BZ?' c
large decorated cakes and many pres
January
8—one week from next Saturday.
tain complete reports of fires in to a covered employe for longer than
Had Mr. Feyler shown any inclina- I in8 at night, and in other ways tak.
ents. The club will meet at the same
' Hodgkins, rg,
Maine's municipai.ties.
16 weeks and in a 12 months period. tion toward a change in our measure, j !n8 all possible precautions.
place next week and all members are
I Karl, lg
“This work, which the department the maximum amount to be $15. and I believe it would have gone through.
urged to be present as officers will be <
Acquainting the individual driver
Merritt, lg
will do," he said, “is in no way to be the minimum $5. weekly. Such part
installed.
I realize that my ideas may be a bit with the hazards traceable to blind-1
considered as affecting the authority 1 time earnings as a covered employe obsolete but I would like to have seen in8 lamps is seen as increasingly imMegunticook Grange met last
Totals
14
cf local authorities, as given by may receiVe during any week that he our present measure of 3 1-16 inch P°rtan: in accident prevention work,
1 29 night.
statute, nor does it relieve local au- , eligible for benefits will be deduct- iaised to 3‘.. I think that would con- Numerous studies point to the lack of
Referee, Wotton, Time 4-8's.
The Friends-In-Council will meet
thorities of any responsibilities im- ed from the amount of his benefit form with Grand Manan.
Jan. 4 with Mrs. Sally Lord. There
1 proper vision as a major cause of
Rockland High Girls’ (21)
posed on them by statute."
check for that week.
will be roll call and 1938 plans made,
j However, it's undoubtedly too late ! traffic mishaps. One such study
O. F.
By reason of a careful study of pro now for a change. Many will wonder ] shows tliat while night traffic is nora resume on "Modern Russia" by
rf
3
2
cedure and equipment used in other why I wanted a change in our meas- mally only 20 per cent as heavy as Shannon,
Mrs. Evelyn Tewksbury and humorous
Thompson "rf
States. Maine s Unemployment Com- ure during the winter of 36. I was j day traffic approximately three-fifths Hatch u ’
readings by Miss Alice Rich.
------.
1 pensation Commission hopes to be
A public card party will be held at
opposed
to
flooding
our
markets
with
o:
ah
casualties
occur
after
dark.
I
Norton
lf
Local Locker Plants Are al)je t0 gjVe reiease to the first disMegunticook Grange hall Saturday
so many chicken lobsters There's no
Another survey embracing 26 States Dhnick lc
Fancy Native Fowl.................................................. lb .32
Now In Common Use In bursement checks about mid-week of doub: but what the low prices during ■’’hows that accidents occuring as a Braujt
night. Prizes and refreshments.
... W
the fourth week ln January- Sueh the past and present season can be result of obstructed vision are more
Fresh Northern Turkeys
MiS6 Bertha Clason of the High
Young, rg
Middle W est
checks will be in payment of benefits
You might like one for New Year's dinner. Alice says we
School faculty returns this week from
attributed to an over supply of the than twice as likely to prove fatal. Drake, lg
are threatened with one.
Local cold-st^ locker plants to those among the
r^r .smaller sized lobsTrs.
Oardiner where she spent the holi
A good percentage of this type of ac- e cTray °g
have become increasmgly common in for work and file claims_ It: istmticl
days with Relatives.
Leadership Smoked Shoulders ......................... lb .23
Now a few words about the rearing cldent is directly traceable to the j
the middle west. Farm and village Pated hat approximate!three and station. It seems that Mr. Peyler i menace of blinding heaulights
Schools commence Monday for a
These art delicicus. The lowest price for years on these
Totals.
8
21
families are finding in them a con- one-half weeks at the minunum, w U obtained this after a long hard baffle.i---------------------------------------splendid shoulders.
term of seven weeks.
Rockland Alumni Girls’ (21)
venient method of saving money on i be required in all cases. Checks m I don't imagine his battle was half
Mrs. Willis P. Young returns this
Swift’s Clover Bacon ............................................ lb .35
the grocery and meat bill, at the Payment of benefits wtll be issued as hard as the battle of the taxpay-1
O. F. P week from Augusta where she spent
me grocery
from
offlce Qf
Conptroller cf
Johnson Beans................................. qt .15; peck 1.00
Hapworth. rf
2
2
6 the holidays with her daughter and
same time improving the quality and
s(„„,
hene- ers to pay for and operate this so- |
varlety of food they eat. R N Ath- State and mailed direct to bene called rearing station. Rearing sta
MacAlary, rf
0
0
0 i son-in-law |Mr. and Mrs. Howard CarCalifornia Pea Beans.......................................... quart .12
Flanagan, lf
4
3
11 roll. Mrs. Young is teacher in the
erton. University of Maine extension ficiaries.
tions may be all right as far as prin
Pike, lc
0
0
0 sixth grade at the Brick school build
ciple is concerned but iwhat is the )
Michigan Pea Beans ....................................... quart .11
economist tells how these plants
Breen, lc.
0
0
0 ing on Knowlton street.
STRAND THEATRE
good of increasing the production of!
have developed and how they operate.
Rtd Kidney Beans............................................... quart .15
Foster, sc.
0
0
0
Miss Hester Ordway teacher of
"Cold
storage aaMM
has been used for | The efforts of a beautiful heiress to lobsters until we can increase the
V/U1V4 CIViUQV
Blackington, sc.
113 English in the High School returns
the preservation of food products for double-cross a penniless artist whom consumption.
Nice Turnips .................................................... bushel .60
V. Gray. rg.
0
0
0 | this week from South Paris where
many years, but the idea of an indi she loves, in order to bring out his
Do we realize that the State of
This k another lot of Burgess' famous ones. Look good
Rivers, rg,
0
0
0 she spent the holidays.
and cook gesd.
vidual cold-storage locker is a rela latent talents, form the basis of the ; Maine borders cn a great lobster!
Mahoney, lg,
0
0
0
The name of Doris Reidy was
tively new commercial venture. The sparkling comedy drama. "WLe Girl. | producing country which sends huge
Superba Fancy Tomatoes............................ 6 cans .73
Ramsdell. lg,
0
0
0 called at the Comique Theatre Tues
idea originated in the fruit belt of - co-starring Miriam Hopkins and Ra ? quantities of lobsters across our bor
This is a regular 15c seller.
the Pacific Northwest, where farmers I Milland.
day night but as she was not present
der free of duty? Are we going to
Fancy Maine Corn................. can .11; 6 cans .60
Totals.
7
6 20 i $96 will be given away Friday night.
brought some of their products to the
A Greenwich Village artist struggles allow this to Continue without a
Referee. Wotton. Time. 4-8's.
The picture attraction will be “They
fruit storages to keep. This became to retain guardianship of two or- fight against it?
Fancy Waldo County Potatoes................. bushel .60
• • • •
Won't Forget."
Also Our Gang
a nuisance until finally the idea of phaned nieces against the scheming
Mr. Feyler speaks about strict en
One hundred pound bag .............................................. 99
renting lockers in the refrigerated of their millionaire grandfather. forcement of the dry fish tariff laws.
The Battery F basketball team of I comedy and "Framing Youth."
Ycu should buy a bag of these good ones.
Counterpointing
this
theme
arc
thc
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oeorge
W.
Ryder
had
: but seems silent concerning a tariff
| Thomaston is anxious to play games
rooms solved the problem.
Little Pig Pork Roast ............................................ lb .20
'The modern cold-storage locker efforts of the old man's daughter. on lobsters. That is what the lob- i
with any of the semi-pro teams. It j as guests over Christmas. Mr . and
ls scouting the Camden Hills C.C.C. Mrs. Fred A. Hansen, Mv. and Mrs.
plant is an establishment completely ! Miriam Hopkins, to aid him—until sted fishermen of Maine are inter- '
Jameson’s Home Made Sausage....................... lb .30
and wants a game with the first and j Fred W. Elwell and Miss Susie M.
equipped to handle and preserve by she meets and falls in love with the ested in.
poor
artist,
whose
only
chance
of
1 second teams. Any teams desiring J Hansen The rooms ani table were
freezing meats, fruits and vegetables
Possibly this will never be achieved
Large Native Fresh Eggs .................................. doz .38
legally keeping the children is to earn but if I were the Commissioner Id
games can get results by notifying attractively decorated with everover an extended period of time.
We've seen Famous R
ng
Manager Charles M. Lawry or Cap | green* and red beiries. Cards were
"For example, meat is brought di enough money through his various fight for it..
STORES WILL ALL BE CLOSED SATURDAY
Anthracite coming out of
mt
I >n play afternoon and evening.
tain Raymond Upham.
rect to the plant aftcr butchering, odd jobs to support them.
I'd go to Washington D. C. and
laundries. It's clean as a whistle!
By
posing
as
a
destitute
actress.
where it is washed and hung in the
contact every U. S. Senator and RepAll dust, dirt, slate and stone have
FAITH WITHOUT WORKS
chill room. After proper cooling, the Miss Hopkins visits the art colony I resentative. I'd place my cards on
OWL’S HEAD
been washed away. See if Famous
meat is then cut and wrapped in thc' with the intention of leaving no stone : the table and by so doing might get
Reading Anthracite doesn't give
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
sizes desired by the patron, labeled unturned to take away the young results, it’s worth trying for.
Mr. and IMrs. Charles Freeman of,
you more heat at less cost ? Don't
I am nearly done writing "1937." New Britain. Conn, spent Christmas 1
and placed in thc freezer. After man's meagre income. But when she
In conclusion Ill say this: I don't
wait until your bin is empty before
Surely the years do fly. and a new with Mr. and |Mrs. Freeman's parents, J
743 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 17
freezing. thedpackages are placed m , meets him and his two little wards, wish Mr. Feyler any hard luck but I'm
ordering. Telephone today.
year will soon be ushered in. Every Mr. and Mrs M. E. Scammon.
the patron's locker, where they can she finds herself admiring the cour- going to be honest and tell the pub
one will be making new resolutions
Miss Mary Bray of Castine Nor- !
be kept in excellent condition for1 age that makes l}im sacrifice hls lic that he hasn't satisfied me.
and extending greetings with renewed mal School is passing the holidays I
many months. Fruits and vegetable, art to work at menial labor in order
I ve given you some of my reasons
faith and hope for good things to with her parents.
may 'be frozen in dry package or in to take care of the children.
and have others which I don't care
come.
Love springs from this sudden j to disclose at this time.
Miss Elizabeth Scammon. Peter
syrup or brine as required.
This to me seems fine, but faith Reed and Carl Reed. Jr. of Lee Acad
friendship,
although
the
artist,
played
“Lockers usually rent for $1.25 a
Sydney H. Davis
without works is dead. Still, I like emy and Mr. and Mrs. F. j. MacDon
month, or $10 a year. Service charges by Ray Milland. is in ignorance of
At BUTLER MEMORIAL SQUARE
to keep faith, it helps bolster my ald of the faculty at Lee are in town
for processing—cutting, wrapping ' her true identity
ideals and helps me over the hard during the Yuletide recess.
Watches Once Small Clocks
How the girl's love prompts her to
labeling, making sausage, hamburg,
SHELL GASOLINE AND OILS, AUTO ACCESSORIES, ALCOHOL,
Watches originally were small
places, if my faith is placed in One
rendering lard, and the like—vary carry out her original plans in order
SUPPLIES
A. P. BLAISDELL
eloAs
and
were
worn
hung
from
who can make me forget self in the
from l’-i to 3 cents a pound. Thc ! that Milland may be left free to purthe girdle because they were too
FOR
FULL LINE OF LIGHT GROCERIES
general good of all.
cost of the plant varies from $30 to sue his art unhampered by the chll- large for the pocket.
COAL
OPEN EARLY
OPEN LATE
PROMPT SERVICE
Mrs. A. I. Perry
1 dren. leads to an intensely dramatic
$50 a locker.
5
PARK
ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL.
255
1
Help
end
it
quicker
North
Hope,
Dec.
28.
“In communities where they have scene during the trial for their cusARTHUR C. iCROVER
without “dosing”.
been established not only farm fami- tody, and an exciting as well as amusFirst Plows of Tree Branches
function of North Main, Broadway. Cedar and Birch Streets
Loot for Guarantee with every ton
The first farm plows were made
Jenny Lind's Grave
lies but also village families rent lock- ing climax.
Telephone *8187
of crooked tree branches
and i
Jenny Lind, the Swedish nightin
ers. Properly constructed and oper"Wise Girl" will be shown Friday
o'mrfmY!
This is thc Former Wisner Station
148’lt
worked by man power.
gale, is buried in Malvern, England.
pted locker plants fill a definite need. ’ and Saturday.

Feyler’s Candidacy

MOM, I HAD TO
STAND WITH MY FACE 1
TO TH£ WALL IN
SCHOOL

Headlight Glare

^0

V&

7/j2O4.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

AYERS

10TH ANNUAL FIVE CENT SALE

Beginning January 8

and continuing one whole week

WILLIS AYER

JAMESON’S SPECIALS

Cold Storage Foods

with

a

n

LAUNDERED
COAL

J. A. JAMESON CO.
SHELL FILLING STATION

Baby’s Cold

S
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Every-Other-Day

E. H. Barter and A. K. (Meservey
Jr. of Tenant's Harbor motored yes
terday to Wilton where they were
joined by O. M. Conant and the trio
are now embarked on a bob-cat hunt
personally conducted by Mr. Barter.

Up Now!

An Attractive indirect

1937

Bridge Lamp

In the "Billy and Ruth" contest
held at H. H. Crie & Co.'s store j
Priscilla Clark of 61 Rankin street
wins the electrical lighted doll house
and Jack Passon of 55 Oay street the
fort. Their names will be sent to the
national contest, together with those
of Vance Norton Earle B. Smith,
Henry Moorlan, Eleanor Weed, Sylvia
Adams and Alice Grant.

TALK OF THE TOWN

$3 Value
Noiv

The bowling alleys at Community
Building are ready for use and may
be used by those who have bougnt
memberships in the Community
Building Association. Memberships
may be secured from Mr. Flanagan
at The Building. A general member
ship campaign is being organized and
will be underway shortly. Adult memI bershtps, annual, are $5; High School,
' $3; Junior, 12 years to High School
age, $1. Members of the executive
board also have cards: Mayor Thurs
ton, T. H. Chisholm, W J. Sullivan,
C. C. Wotton, A. C. McLoon, James
Connellan, A. F. McAlary and John
M. Richardson.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Jan. 1—New Year's Eve—Milk Fund
Ball at Community Building, auaplces
Rockland PT A.
Jan 3 (10 a. m.)—Inauguration ol New
City Government.
Jan. 3—Knox-Waldo Schoolmen's Club
meets ln this city.
Jan. 8—Warren—"The January Thaw"
at Town Hall, auaplces Woman's Club
Jan 21 (3 to 9 301—Educational Club
meets at Orand Army hall
Feb 4—Waldoboro—High School birth
day party at auditorium.
Feb io—Boy Scout Circus at Commu
nity ouiiamg.
Feb 19-22—Camden—Snow Bowl Carni
val
Feb. 21-26—Community Fair at Com
munity Building.

Eleanor, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Snow Hall, fell Tuesday on the ice
Memberships in Community Building Associa
while skating, breaking her leg. She
tion mean that the plant can operate and serve all
was attended by Dr. C. D. North and Granite Unions Do Not Like
the community. Every cent of memberships goes
Limitations Laid Down By
taken to Knox Hospital. Eleanor has
toward operations. The money is badly needed, and
returned to her home on Ocean street,
the A. F. of L.
_____
at once.
where she will toe pleased to have
THE WEATHER
John C. Lawson, secretary-treasurer
friends call.
Adult Memberships,
$5.00
of the Quarry Workers International
Ten above this morning, wind nor'
Knox Pomona will meet Saturday Union of North America, announces
High School,
$3.00
nor' east, and a youth's size snow
at Seven Tree Grange. Union. On
I 2 Years to High School Age, $1.00
storm in progress. Yesterday there
The foamite equipment of the the program will be: Song seleoted by that his organization has voted to
was a jingling of bells in front of
Rcckland fire department was put to Mrs. Bernice Jameson; address of affiliate with the Committee for In
Join today for self or some friend and help this
Tlie Courier-Gazette office, and from
I good use Monday afternoon and pos welcome, master of host Orange; dustrial Organization.
Tlie Union represents approximate
cause.
his alley window the Weather Man
sibly saved a serious loss when the response. Austin Kalloch; Instru
saw the first horse sled of the season
department quickly extinguished a mental music, Davis family; exhibit ly 8000 members Lawson stated add
passing down Main street. Only four
large gasoline flare directly in front of articles made from wood, Arnold ing that although three or four
more days to the appointment of a
1 wish to join the Community Building Associ
I of Cummings Motor Co. Two of the Danforth; recitation, Mrs. May Jones; branches had not yet voted their de
city marshal.
plate glass windows were broken by I <jUestiOn Where Can the Greatest cision could not overcome the exist
ation. Please call on me at..........................................
i heat and paint on the building blis Saving be made in the Expenditure ing majority.
Lawson asserted Lhe change of
tered. An automobile operated by of Public Funds in State or Local Af
Most local stores will be closed on
National
affiliation would result in
.............................................
or
find
enclosed
$
.............
i Ray Easton of Rockport was forced fairs," Walter Ayer and Everett
Saturday, New Year's Day.
off the road by a skidding car and Hobbs; duet, Aubine Hawes and no change in the name of the union,
for which send card.
crashed into a gasoline pump which Nancy Ayer; roll call, "What Would I its offioers or executive committee,
Randall Marshall has gone “on the
was knocked over and burst into Like to Hear Discussed in the Orange and that Lhe same policies would be
road' as salesman for the John Bird
flame. The car was quite seriously This Year?"; paper, Mrs. Emma Kal maintained as under American Fed
Signed ..............................................................
Co.
damaged about the front end by the loch; piano solo, Mrs. Olive Burgess; eration of Labor affiliation.
The change, Lawson pointed out,
impact. Property loss all told ap "Good Dishes for Winter Dinners.”
Janies Lindsey found a nice cluster
would result in no difference ln relaproached $500 covered by insurance. | recipe exchange in charge of Mary (tions wUh the Granlte Cutters. Inter.
Mail the above coupon to John M. Richardson at
of ripe pussy willows on the Bog road
yesterday.
I Smallwood; recitation, Ada Lucas; i national Association and would be
The Courier-Gazette or telephone 770 and a repre
EAST WALDOBORO
music, William Bryant; “Work that 1 complerted by the first of the year.
sentative will call at your address.
Earl McAuliffe of 42 Pulton street
can be Accomplished by Home and
Lawson expressed the belief the
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Oray and child Community Welfare Committees." ;| change
left yesterday for Florida where he
t0 CIQ was brought about by
j
of
Rockland
were
callers
Sunday
at
has employment at Hotel Ormond
Mrs. Ellen Ludwig, Mrs. Emma limitation rulings by lhe A p of L
J. O. Jameson's.
Ormond Beach.
Sayward and Mrs. Lizzie Hawes; reci- j executive committee which, he said.
John H. Post wishes The CourierNEW YEARS AT THE P. O.
Mrs. Narcissa Rines was recent tation, Mrs. Bertha Bryant; closing
Gazette to contradict the current re
resulted in the loss of membership.
I guest of Mrs. L. L. Mank.
There will be a public supper by- port that he is a candidate for city
song, "Blest Be the Tie.”
Since its organization 34 years ago,
Holiday
hours
will
be
observed
Townsend Club No. 2 Monday at the marshal.
i Annanias Pietela has employment
Lawson continued, the Quarry Union
on New Years Day, Jan. 1. at the
home of Mrs. Minnie Miles 31 Ocean
in South Hope.
had taken in workers "in and about"
street. Supper served 5.30 to 7 p. m.
The board of Managers of the j Rockland Post Office, as foUows:
Millard Mank of Farmingdale was
the occupation including small stone
There
will
be
no
carrier
delivery
Home for Aged Women will meet next
a visitor Sunday at the home of his
industries getting out crushed stone,
A new boiler is being installed in Wednesday at 2 30. at the home of
Jn that day.
( parents Mr. and Mrs. Leavritt Mank.
trap rock, railroad ballast and simi
the McLain School building to replace Mrs. Lester Sherman, Biech street.
General Delivery Stamp Win
lar materials.
Mrs. L. A. Winchenbach and
the olff stager that has kept the
dow, Register and Money Order
Lawson contended that quarry
daughter Arvilla of South Waldoboro
pupils and teachers warm for better
111
1
Miss Ida Otis of Worcester, Mass., windows will be closed all day.
j
were
guests
Friday
of
iMrs
Charlesworkers
organized in Peekskill, N. Y„
than four decades.
Special delivery and perishable
who died Wednesday morning in
| Bowers. Mrs. Lizzie Shuman of
were informed they would be com
Thomaston, formerly lived in Rock
mail will be delivered.
] Winslow's Mills and Miss Avis Ma
pelled to join the Engineers and Hod
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets land and had many friends here.
Mails will be received and dis
“MAINE'S LITTLE R.ADIO CITY"
Carriers Union and that an appeal to
loney
of
Warren
were
recent
callers.
today, with a quilt tacking this aft Funeral mass at 9 o'clock Friday
TELEPHONE
WALDOBORO
106
patched as usufcl.
the AJFX. Executive Committee had
ernoon. Supper wlll be followed by- morning in St. James Church in
Otto Bowden and family passed
Corridors will be open from 4JO
THl’RS.-FRL. DEC. 30-31
resulted in rulings against the Quarry
degree work, and officers are request Thomaston, and burial in St. James
Christmas Day at Albert Shuman's in
a. m. until 8.30 p. m
Matinees both days at 2.30
Workers' International Union.
ed to wear white.
North Waldoboro.
cemetery.
E. C. Moran, Postmaster
Evenings at eight o'clock
In the dimension stone industry, he
Guy Jameson spent the holiday at
From
the pages of Queen Vic said, ths Union was threatened with
Frederick Robie. Secretary of State,
Fred C. Black entertained about 30
the home of his grandfather's. Wil torias own diaries rolls the drama
has notified Inspector Levi Flint of of his Elk friends Wednesday night | Junior Harmony Club meets tonight
division by the efforts of craft unions.
liam Ripley in Appleton.
of Public and Private Life that
the local automobile registration bu at the Elks Club by serving a venison « a o'clock in the tower room. CornThe greatest strength of the
trembled the world—and built its
Miss Lila McLeod of Boston was mightiest empire!
reau that all registration offices will supper with all the fixings, clam , munity Building. The senior group
quarryworkers is in New England al
fcr open to the public all day Satur chowder, string beans, corn on the | hold a New Year's eve private dance guest of her brother Russell McLeod s
though there are organized branches
“VICTORIA
for the Christmas weekend.
day, Jan. 1.
also in Georgia, South Carolina, New
cob products of hls canning company there tomorrow. The P.T.A. Milk
Levi Keizer of Thomaston was at
THE GREAT”
York and other states.
were included in the menu. His Fund Ball will take place in the audi
"New Year’s Day—Old and Modern"
L.
L.
Mank's
Sunday
and
also
callea
torium
Saturday
night.
Methebesec
with
the
supper
“
the
best
triends voted
will be the subject of the DA R
Club meets in the East room Jan. 7 at T. Black's.
ANNA NEAGLE
FEED BIRDS EARLY
ever.”
broadcast Dec. 31. at 3.15 p. m. fiom
and the D.A.R. in the same room Jan.
H. B. WARNER
Miss Una Clark and Miss Myrtie
WHEB, and will be presented by Mrs.
Emergtncy Stations Should Be Start
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown left i 17. This is in addition to Miss Mc ' Reever of |Augusta were guests
ANTON WALBROOK
Charles N. Tolman of Old YoFR yesterday noon for St. Petersburg. Laughlin's classes and regular basket Christmas Day of the latter's mother.
ed While the Weather Is Mild
and a cast of thousands
Chapter.
Wondrous Scenes in Technicolor
Flo., but when Ti c Courier-Gazette | ball practices, games and routine ac Mrs. Nellie Reever. Mr. and Mrs.
Winter feeding of birds should be
Slight advance in price—Orches
went to press this morning they were j tivities. Those wishing to purchase Charles Robinson of South Warren
gin before bad weather comes, says
Oeorge Clark. New England chair
still at their Summer street residence memberships so as to secure privileges and Reginald Monahan a ifcl family of tra, 45c; Mezzanine, 55c; (tax in Fred Jordan, director of National
man of extension for Kiwanis Ihtercluded).
No
seats
reserved.
busily answering telephone inquiries at once before the membership drive the village were recent callers.
, Wildlife Restoration Week.
natlonal. was guest speaker a,t Mon
as to the accident in which they starts may get them from Mr. Flan
JANUARY FIRST
As soon as the hunting season
Mrs. Tina Scott, Mrs. Teresa Munday night's meeting of the Rockland
NEW YEAR'S DAY ONLY
1 closes, feeding stations should be
figured near the cement plane Tie agan at The Building. All persons 1 ro and Mrs. Annie Mank attended the
Kiwanis Club, and Capt. Karen "Rice
Evening at 8 l established in all parts of the country
car ahead of them operated by Sam are cordially welcome to inspect the Auxiliary meeting, Tuesday night in Matinee 2.30
was a guest. There were also several
uel E. Norwood, was seen to skid institution. Methebesec Club also has East Friendship.
A Premiere Showing
I where severe storms are likely to en
visitors from fhe Biddeford-Saco
The British Melodrama
crossw'se of the road i Mr. Brown the East room for Jan. 21. Commu- - A Christmas tree and program were
danger bird life,” said Mr. Jordan.
Club.
slowed down, tut when he reached nity Fair. Feb. 21-26.
“The Audubon Societies. 4-H clubs
“Non-Stop New York”
enjoyed by parents and pupils Fri
and sportsmen’s clubs are actively in
At the Elks meeting Monday night the spot his own car skid led in exact
day
at
the
close
of
the
term.
Miss
The
first
film
based
on
future
BORN
there were four candidates—Lloyd W. ly the same manner an.’, brought up SIMMONS—At Friendship. Dec. 25 to Muir is spending the vacation with trans-atlantic airways, packed with teresting themselves in winter-feed
thrills and suspense, realism in
ing. with the result that tens of
Mr and Mrs Irvin M Simmons, a her parents. Rev. and Mrs. William
Britton, Camden; Rodney E. Peyler. against the Norwood car. The im
daughter. Janice Carol.
every detail! Admirably directed
thousands of game birds and other
Thomaston; Albert F. Collins, and Dr. pact was not a severe one and no SEVON—At Rockland, Dec. 27 to Mr. Muir in Frenchboro.
and superbly acted—this produc
and Mrs. Kenneth A. Sevon. a son,
Dana S. Newman Rockland. Visit body was injured but when the
William Stanford and Elbert Star- 1 tion will take its place with the valuable species are saved from star
William James.
Browns
came
to
look
at
their
car
vation when snow and ice cut off
ors from the Lewiston Lodge were
rett of Warren were recent callers at best of the out and out melodramas
only
the
English
can
produce.
their
natural sources of food.
Fred Sylvester PD.DG.E.R; John they were amazed tc find that it was
C. Bowers'.
DIED
CAST
“There are a few simple rules to be
Payne, exalted ruler; R. A. Ouelette, so badly damaged that it will be sev RUSSELL—At Rockland. Dec 23. Nora
Mr. and Mrs Edwin A Flanders of i
observed in connection with feeding
(Taylor), widow of William Russell of Lynn, Mass, arrived Friday at La- ! Jennie, an English chorus girl,
leading knight: W. S. McCarty, es eral days before they are able to
Warren, aged 60 years.
Funeral Fri
Anna Lee stations. First, they should be close
make another start for Florida. Far
quire; and E. (A. Vincent.
day at 2 ociock from Russell funeral Forest I. Mank's. Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
Jim Grant, of Scotland Yard,
home
Interment In Sterling ceme
from being downcast by the mishap.
to thick cover in which birds can
Flanders Mr. and Mrs. E. A. FlanJohn Loder
tery, Warren
flnd refuge from their enemies. The
A Watch Night service will be held Mr. and Mrs. Brown feel that they OTIS—At Thomaston. Dec. 29. Ida [ ders, Ralph Flanders of Portland and Hugo Grant, gangster,
at the Pratt Memorial Methodist may have escaped something worse,
Francis Sullivan stations should be sheltered so that
Otis of Worcester, Mass, formerly of daughter. Miss Marian Flanders were
Rockland. aged 77 years,
Sam Pryor, blackmailer.
drifting snow or sleet will not cover
Church on Friday night, beginning at for tlie highway to the westward is
days. Funeral Mass Friday at 9 o’clock holiday visitors at Mr. and Mrs. LeFrank Colitr
from St. James Church. Thomaston.
the food. Game birds should not be
7.30, with an old fashioned Methodist said to be strewn wtih ditched cars
land Orff's. Mr. and Mrs. Edwin | Arnold James, violin prodigy,
Burial ln St. James cemetery.
Love Feast. This will be followed by and wrecks.
Desmond Tester fed on ground used by domestic
ROSS—At Union. Dec. 29. Cora E.. widow ! Flanders returned Sunday to Massa
of Frank Ross, aged 77 years. 3
a series of services, all different In
Aunt Veronica, Atheyne Seyler fowls,
months. 11 days Funeral Saturday at chusetts and Miss Marian went to
“Grit, as well as grain, should be
character, with an intermission be
Directed by Robert Stevenson,
Those wishing to avail themselves
1 o'clock from Simmons Funeral Par Portland with her father.
lors. Burial ln Fairview cemetery.
director of prize winning “Nine provided for game birds. Automatic
tween each one. Charles Ellis, home of the low membership rates on the
Mrs.
Levi
Keizer
of
Thomaston
is
CALDERWOOD—At Vlnal Haven. Dec 26.
Days a Queen” and current ‘‘King poultry feeders in which grain and
from Wheaton (Illinois) College for Community Building alleys, gym
Maurice F Calderwood. aged 69 years. making satisfactory gain following
Solomon's Mines."
Interment
ln
John
Carver
cemetery.
grit are mixed are very effective. A
the holiday recess, -will have charge privileges and other advantages may
SEVON—At Rockland. Dec. 28. William surgical treatment at the Deaconess
good substitute is an onion sack, hung
of one pf the services and bring a Join the Community Building AssociSUN.-MON., JAN. 2-3
James, Infant son of Mr. and Mrs Hospital in Boston.
Kenneth A. Sevon, aged 1 day.
so that the birds can peck the food
message of inspiration to young and ation through Director of Activities
Matinee Sunday Only 2.30
Mrs. Ernest Burns and Miss Ella
mixture through the meshes of the
Single evening show at eight
old. Another feature of the evening Flanagan at The Building, or any
Wallace of South Waldoboro were
CARD OF THANKS
It Begins In the East River and
bag. Ears of corn, stuck on nails,
will be an illustrated lecture on "For member of the executive board.' A
I wish to extend my sincere thanks and recent guests of Mrs. N. S. Reever.
appreciation to the Dorcas Circle of
Ends In the Hudson
make a good bird serveself.
Such a Time As This." A Floral Me regular membership campaign is in Kings
Daughters, the E. A. Starrett Aux
The fire chemical was called re
Nowhere else in the world will
iliary. Sons of Union Veterans, and
“Birds should learn the location
morial Service will be conducted in process of organization.
cently
to
Mrs.
Nellie
Reever's
for
a
friends for the remembrances of fruit,
you find the amazing stratification
of feeding stations and get accus
memory of the Members of Pratt
candy and cards during my Illness
chimney fire.
that
exists
on
New
York's
famous
Fred P. Watts.
Masonic Assembly tonight at
tomed to visiting them in good
Memorial Church who have died dur
Warren.
“52ND STREET”
weather so that when a storm occurs
ing the calendar year. There will Temple hall, .Rockland. All Masons
1 they will know where to go.
also be during the evening a period and their ladies invited.—adv.
CARD OF THANKS
with
I wish to take this opportunity to
"Intensive feeding is only neces
of sociability with refreshments.
Zasu Pitts, Leo Carillo, Kenny
express my thanks and gratitude to all
Baker, Ian Hunter. Pat Paterson.
sary for a short time in an average
The Watch Night service will close
who were Interested ln my comforts dur- j
I lng my recent illness, especially the Knox ,
Jack White and Sid Silvers.
v. inter."
with a service of reconsecration, end
i Hospital office force, supervisors, super| intendent. Mayor Thurston, manager
ing at 12.01 a. m. All members and
TUESDAY, JAN. 4
| and office force of Central Maine Power
friends of the church are invited to
Co.. Llttlefleld Memorial Church and
No Matinee
Evening at 8
Sunday
School
friends
and
neighbors.
attend.
We Arc Bringing Back—

To Join The C. 1.0.

A beautifully-styled
adjustable polished
steel floor lamp of
Colonial design,
white lined shade
and 6" white bowl
diffuser. Lamp is of
Better Light Better
Sight type.

A

CtNTRAt*>MAINE

Here's Two Sensible
Nev/ Year’s Resolutions
To have a warm, cozy home until
want! weather arrives and—to spend no
more money than is absolutely necessary
to obtain this result! Both of these
objectives can be attained by burning
D&H Cone-Cleaned ANTHRACITE.

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN ST.

rpi

BURPEE’S

You can get your hot oven baked
beans and brown bread Friday at
Perrys Market —adv.
E. K. Gould has removed his law
office from 375 Main street to 400
Main street (over Woolworth's).
131-tf

Your

kindnesses

were

greatly

appre-

Herbert W. Keep

MORTICIANS

AMBULANCE SERVICE

CARD OF THANKS

Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1

361-365 MAIN ST,

ROCKLANDl

119-

1 We wish to thank our friends and
i neighbors for thelr kindness and sym
pathy and for the beautiful floral of- I
I ferlngs during our recent bereavement
I In the death of our dear wife and
mother.
Melvin Simmons. Irvin M. Simmons
and family.
Lawry.

I

FRESH DAILY!
y'ieesi Ihys/fMd.

BARBARA STANWYCK

JOEL McCREA

Russell Funeral Home

In

TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
98tf

“Banjo On My Knee”

appetizing

CAINS
H

QULI

HTHWHiKOfMnrSWASTUNIXT MAYONNAISE

TEL. 487

COMPLETE LINE OF

USED TRUCKS
Half Ton Pickups-Panels, l’7* Ton Chasses,
short and long wheelbases, all years.
Also Hydraulic Bodies.
Will Pay Excise Tax and Registration on Any Truck
of over $175 value, purchased between now

and January 15, 1938

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONE 1250,

GLENDENNING’S MARKET
993

Telephone

Deliver

WEEK-END SPECIALS
SMALL LEAN—RIB END OR LOIN

ROASTING PORK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 19c
BONELESS, TENDER

POT ROAST.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 19c
CENTER CUT

Pork Chops,

TOP ROUND

lb 24c Steak,

lb 23c

SHORT SHANK, LEAN

FRESH SHOULDERS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 21c
SPRING

LAMB LEGS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 29c
BOTTOM ROUND

SPRING

lb 21c Lamb Fores, lb 18c

Steak,
FRESH GROUND

Hamburg,

HOME MADE

Ib 17c Sausage,

LEAN STEWING

lb 25c

QUALITY

lb 19c Frankfurters, lb 20c

Beef,
NATIVE

NATIVE

Veal Chops,

For One Day Only

One of the best beloved films of
1937

An inexpensive but
very attractive polished
steel bridge lamp with
reflector that gives dif
fused light. Will make
a fine reading lamp and
at this special price it is
an exceptional buy.

One Week Only at
This Price!

WALDO THEATRE

Su
fitib ‘

COMPLETE
WITH BULB

Ib 27c Veal Steak,

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

lb 45c

Ham,
Center Slices

lb 35c

ARMOUR'S STAR PURE

Lard,

2 lbs 25c

OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT—CLOSED SAT., JAN. 1

Page Four

On With The New
All’s Well That Ends WeU

—Even the Old Year
There was only one thing left to do.
That was to call the girl and tell her
the facts. Jerry reached for the
phone on his desk. M-tnmm, what
was her number, now? Oh. what was
the use? Why try to kid himself?
Her number was the same as it al
ways had been. Just another alibi.
Just another excuse allowing him to
release his hold upon the phone . . .
This whole business was more than
a little maddening. Here in the
1 oiler of his typewriter before him
were already listed six resolutions
for the new year which would begin
in less than an hour now. At twelve
tonight 1937 would be gone forever.
Just a blotted memory in the years
to come. He jerked the sheet ln his
typewriter upward that he might
clearly see what he had written.
1. Not to put things off.
2. To be frank at any price.
3. Not to smoke more than four
packages of cigaretts a day.
Well, what was the use? None of
it was any good. Here he was about
to break the first one as soon as he
had written it. Not to put things off.
Well, it certainly was putting things
off not to tell her either he did or he
didn't. Even though keeping the
first resolution might cost Vicky a
few hurt feelings if he told her now
he'd be starting off with a big push.
Yep, now was the time . . .
He reached again for the phone.
Oee. the kid would take it hard.
It was too darned bad to hurt her.
But then she'd get over it. He just
couldn't be soft about it. It wasn't
the way.
Not half the hurt feelings would
she have if he went to work and
married her before he told her that
he didn't love her. never had. and
never could. That would be pretty
bad. Just think. Sitting across from
you at the breakfast table 365 days
in a year maybe for sixty, seventy,
years, a girl whom you never could
honor, cherish, and obey. That
would be tough. Yessir, now was the
time.
Well, gee. she had been a pretty
swell little person when they'd been
vacationing this last summer at the
same beach down in Maine. Not
a bad looker, she wasn't either. But
that wasn't enough. Not nearly
enough.
• • • •

Every-Other-Day
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”
guessed was to prepare a speech so's
he would't get all tangled up.
Let’s see.
M-mmm.
Ah. yes.
You’re a sweet kid Vicky. But you
could never make me a happy man.
We'd both be miserable. Vicky, be
cause I’m so darned sure of you.
We'd be miserable. You don’t keep
me in doubt at all and I'm the kind
who lives on hope . . . hope that I
could make you love me. but you see.
your're the kind who falls right into
a feller's arms. So what would I
have to look forward to? We d be so
darned miserable!

VINAL HAVEN

COMING TO THE STRAND
MIDNIGHT SHOW NEW YEAR’S EVE

‘WELLS FARGO”

NORTH HAVEN

The Lions Club united with the
Mr. and Mrs. H. Alton Lewis of
Sunshine department of
Union Ridgewood, N. J were week end and
Church and gave out at Christmas holiday visitors in Vinal Haven and
time 50 dinners. 37 sunshine boxes this town.
and $5 in money.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Reardon spent
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge met the week end and Christmas with
Tuesday night for rehearsals of the;
" Augusta

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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19
Rev. and Mrs. H. P. Huse have an
W
James Ross and daughter Miss nounced the engagement of their J
zo
r, 21
Z3
Elizabeth Ross passed the holiday daughter Miss Marjorie C. Huse to j
with relatives in Boston.
ZM X5
Z7
J. Rodney Coffin of Ashland. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. I. G. Calderwood re Coffin is a graduate of the University
32
Z9
3i
turned Monday from Lafayette, Ind. of Maine. Class of 1934. and at
• • • »
Mrs. Iola Robbins of Stonington present teacher of mathematics and
tt
3M 35
I
27
3b
'38
No. that would never do. M-mmm
was guest Tuesday of her father Wil general science at Higgins Classical j
Try this. “Vicky, I'm sorry as the
liam Williams.
Institute at Charleston. Mr. Coffin
1
Ml
35 M0
deuce to have to tell you this. but.
Supt. and Mrs. George A Bragdon was guest at the parsonage over |
MM
•a
you see. Vicky—but. you see—.''
43
Mb M7
M5
M9
48
and son James returned Monday Christmas.
The phone in hls hand cried out
from Thomaston where they visited
Mrs Russell Crabtree and Roger I
50
53
51
w
quickly and loudly as though he'd
relatives over the holiday
Raymond are visiting Mrs. Crabtree's |
stuck a pin in it. He jumped tn his
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Ames came daughter Mrs. Christine Bums in
56
55
chair. Whew, that'd been sudden!
home from North Haven having Boston during the holiday season.
Who could be calling at this hour?”
1 bl
57
59
58
• bO
passed the holiday with relatives in
Leon C. Staples, superintendent of
Wl
“Hello.”
that town.
the public schools of Stamford, Conn.,
“Hello? Oh. Jerry'. you are in!
bM
65 bb
W 63
67
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Smith wno were is guest of hls father Corydon S.
Oh. that's just fine. I'm so glad. I
guests of Mr and Mrs. Oscar Lane Staples.
70
bft
was afraid you wouldn't be."
over the holiday went Monday to j Mrs. Lucy Poole has closed her
"Oh. sure. I'm in.”
1
11
Augusta.
house for the winter ard wnt Mcn71
“Well, that's just fine. I'm so
Ruth
Wahlman
and
Kathleen
Cotday
to
Arlington
Ma
’
s,
where
she
glad. Look . . . er, Jerry, look. I've
ter returned Monday to Boston where ! will spend thc rcms’uder of the Win
been thinking this thing over a lot
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
er at the home of Miss Poole, a niece
they have employment.
52- Marry
17-Military assistant
1-Stuck together
today. Our getting married. I mean.
Muton Beverag? Is home for the
Ruth Clark was in town for Christ
53- Fog-horn
19-Traverse in a car
7-Transported, as
And I've been wondering if perhaps
22-Equal
55-Old
goods
mas returning Monday to Newton, holidays from th’ Suffolk School In
we weren't a little nasty about it all.
25-Squandering
56- Move swiftly
13- Femalc deer
Boston.
Mass
I mean—I've been thinking that per
27-Not either
14- Chosen by vote
57- Terminate
T’ an Quinn a sltti-nl a' ’ .ie Diesel
Malcolm
Smith
returned
to
Jeffer

59-A constellation
29-Aet
15- Feminine suffix
haps it was the moon and the stars
Joel McCrea. Frances Dee and Bob Burns are co-starred in the leading son Monday.
F line School in ’•ts’
' heme for
31- Half a score
16- Tracts of land sur 61- Hawaiian food
and the sea and all that got us down roles in Frank Lloyd's Paramount epic, “Wells Fargo." which tells of the win
rounded by water 62- Narrow water-passes 32- Preposition
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Brown of Bos- ! the Yuletide recess,
in Maine this summer and made us ning of the West, and the struggle to establish transportation routes across
55-Harbor
35-Doze
18-Comes forth
ton were holiday visitors at Mr. and
Donald W^hCsSpCiV. and Alex
act a little romance crazy. You the continent.—adv.
37-Oecay
58- Before
20- Middle
Mrs. A. M Cassie's and Mr. and Mrs. Wi’herspoon .iave b^'t o o? for
69- Containing more sap 40-Recent
21- Famous London
know. I mean everyone gets that
Alfred Creed's.
|C’i istmas, tlr fo'T.er from Univer42- Prejudiced
gardens
70- Be in debt
way. I mean—."
Christian Endeavor Society and each
43- Scoffer
71- Guides
23- Direct
Walter Smith and Miss Martha .» ■. of Maine.
from the
ROCKPORT
“Go on."
44- Conjunction
24- Was indebted
72- Changed
enacted his part in a sincere and Youngma of Whitinsville, Mass.,, Ma 'achu^e « Radi School tn IJ'.S45- Cloae by
“Well. I mean. Well. I mean don't
26-Lalra
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Flanders spent effective manner.
VERTICAL
passed the Christmas vacation with ton.
47- Bone (Lat.)
28-Satisfied
you think it's better to wait and make Christmas with relatives at SearsFour scenes were dramatized with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Langtry ,
1- Fatty
48- One who betrays hit
30-Allow
sure were suited to each other? I
2- The (Ger.)
country
32- Dogma
Church Notes
P°rtappropriate .stage settings; scene of C. Smith.
like you pecks but—well. I mean3- Dcfentive head49- Penetrated
33- A letter
Mr and Mrs Douglas Payson re- the Holy Place at the Temple; the
Elwood Sails has returned to BosThe Christmas Tree exercises Priarmor (pi.)
51-Girl's name
34- Ahead
well, you haven’t got such an awful
turned Tuesday from East Weymouth, scene of the proclamation; the ton. having been guest of his mother day night filled the Church to ca4- Tear
36-An emperor of
54-lmage
well-paving Job. you know. Jerry,
58- Flat circular plate
5- Old times
Mass . where they passed Christmas Shepherds on the Judean hills; the Mrs. Marshall Sails during the Pacity. Ttfo beautiful trees were set
Rome
dear. Por two people to live on any
6- Writing table
59- A serpent (pi.)
and the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. scene of the Nativity.
Christmas recess.
.
UP by Alton Calderwood and Her- I 3$-lt Is (Contr.)
7- Boil slowly
how. And mother says two can't live
60- A continent
39-lndefinite article
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Franklin
Hopkins
man
Crockett
assisted
by
James
and
The cast: Zachariah. Ernest Whit8- Edge
61- Saucy
41- Negative
as cheaply as one these days—and. Henry H. Nash.
Paul Brown Gifts were piled up J 42- Encore
9- Opln:on
Earle Achorn is at home from ney; Marv. Arlene Tominski; Gabriel, returned Monday to Camden.
63- Preflx. Thrice
well . .
10-Coloring matter
64- Make lace
Miss Elizabeth Gray has resumed round the trees two and three feet | 44-Ajar
Searsport to spend the school vaca- Millicent Roberts, Joseph. Ouy
“Oh. so your mother's been talking
11- A compass point
66-Goddesa of death
46-Prepositio.i
tion with his grandmother, Mrs young; Shepherds. Robert Richards. training at St. Barnabas Hospital. deep. The exercises were of special'
(abbr.)
48-Oefinite article
(Norse Myth.)
to you. eh?”
Portland.
interest
parts
being
taken
by
the
Sarah Prince
, jjen an(j jOhn Hyssong. Three Wise
12- Forbears
57-Female sheep
5O-Esoteric
“Well. yes. But I'm sort of between
T M Coombs returned Monday to younger members of the Sunday
Mr. and Mrs Ray Easton and Men. Earl Dean. Robert Cain. Evans
the devil and the Red Sea. I honest
daughter Vera have returned from a Grant; angel. Ethel Hall; Heavenly Rockland having spent the holiday School. The Star drill by girls in
(Solution to previous puzzle)
ly am. Jerry. Mother thinks I should
holiday weekend visit with relatives Host. Beatrice Marston. Althea Joyce with his daughter Mrs. Sidney Win- the upper grades in their white
marry Rollington Briggs. He's got
BROOKLIN
i dresses was attractive and well done.
at Quincy. Mass
Norma Hoyle. Mildred Ames. Bar- sl0W
3
X'S V3O -L SjOjJ
lots of money and she says she thinks
Mr and Mrs Myron Parker were bara McKenney. Leoline Wilson
Arthur Orne of Rockland was in The junior band made iu first apS i au 3 3 1 W3 NO a; i
Dr.
F.
S.
Herrick
recently
flew
to
he could make me happy. She says
d V3 a
31 1 d D d
d
holiday visitors at the home of Mr Doris Tominski. Phyllis Carleton; town Tuesday to attend the funeral pearance.
Chicago where he will spend the win
to me. she says, ’He's got everything
ViNINjBlXiNlV
of Maurice Calderwood.
j Recitations were as always interand
Mrs
Prank
Rider.
reader.
Rev.
J
W.
Hyssong;
organist.
ter with his sons. Alton and Frederick.to make you happy with, darling '
Mrs. Edna Robbins returned Tues- Mrs. Claroa Lane
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Hopkins esting. The part of Santa Claus was I Owen Flye has moved from F.ye
She says, 'He has background, influ
went Monday to Worcester. Mass.
taken by Ray Beverage; chairman
Point to Dr. Herricks house fcr the
ential friends, and a good, staunch day to Washington. D. C. after a , preceding the pageant a short proweekend visit at the home of Mr and gram was given by the children of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sanborn of °f the committee was Myrtle Green- season.
bank account.’ She says. ’Why don't
Mrs. Joseph Wheeler.
Mrs Edward Beverage assisted, j
i the church (school with Supt Helene Waterville were holiday guests of his j law
you give Rollington a chance. Vicky?’
Early Christmas morning a group j Mr. and Mrs. Albert Anderson.
Mr. and Mrs O B Walden and Dunbar
charge. consisting of parents. Mr. and Mrs. L W Sanborn
1
she says."
daughter Pearl of Camden, and Mr singlng in unison. „Hls Beautiful
Miss Ethelyn Strickland who sang Chrtstmas carols covering the Madelyn Allen, Arline Smith and
The idea was to have a girl every
"She does, eh?”
Island. At the Lodge at 5 o'clock they Mrs Roland Carter were Bangor
one w’as crazy about. You felt pretty
“He proposed to me just two nights and Mrs. Jack Fraser of Portland , Name praver. Deacon A. K. Whlk- passed the holiday with her mother
visitors recently.
proud then you hopped about with ago it was. You know, Jerry, it were luncheon guests Sunday night er; recitations by Myrtle Andrews, Mrs Alice Strickland returned Mon were served coffee and doughnuts by
Mr and Mrs Harvard Dow and
Mr
and
Mrs.
Herman
Crcckett.
Billie Whitney. Betty Cavanaugh. Ma- day to Boston
her here and there. You felt like was the funniest thing. We were of Mr and Mrs Albert U. Rhodes
Paul Dow of Bar Harbor spent the
Services
Sunday
were
well
attend

Prank
Rossiter
of
Camden
was
Mrs
Mayme
Carroll
is
much
imj
rlon
dialogue.
Margaret
Ames,
pretty much of a feller!
Just sitting there. Just sitting there
Mlller Marv Qrey. recltatloru guest of relatives over the weekend. ed and there were 93 at Sunday weekend with Mr and Mrs. Harlie
Oood kid Nice. No doubt of it. in the living room like nothing at proved from recent illness.
three years' Illness from rheumatic
School. At night a candlelight serv Freethy.
Mrs
Mabel
Cole
returned
Wednes:
Robena
McXennev; exercise. Carolee
A little dumb perhaps. Or was she? all, you know. And he says to me.
fever. She is survived by her par
Kenneth
Cousins
of
Portsmouth
ice was carried out by the young
Maurice F. Calderwood
He couldn’t be sure. Anyhow, she'd he says ’I've bought a grand little day to Standish after spending a few Wilson Mary Hawkins. Helen Marswas a weekend visitor at the home ents. Mr. and Mrs Everett Holden;
days
with
her
daughter
Mrs.
Oeorge
ton
Arabelle
lEaton
Muriel
Yo
ung;
people
and
tne
two
choirs.
A
duet
by
certainly been a swell pal in July and home in the country; And I says.
Maurice Francis Calderwood. 69. a
ot his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. I. sisters. Mrs. Alton Smith. Elizabeth,
August. But there'd been a moon and ‘Have you. honest?' And he says. Cunningham.
recitations.Marion Lane. James Whit respected and esteemed citizen died Mrs. Barbara Joy and Miss Marjorie Cousins
Evelyn. Alberta; brother Donald, and
Tlie
Simonton
Farm
Bureau
will
Sunday
at
hls
home
Mr
Calderwood
Hu
*
e
™
^^ially
enjoyed.
In
his
the water and—well, she hadn't really ■Yes. it’s got even'thing that a girl
ney. Effie Andrews, Gladys 'Black
several
aunts and uncles.
Mrs
Lettie
Smith
entertained
an all-day session Friday at ington. Nancy Cunningnam; exercise, was born in Waldo, son of Emery and ^emarks the P«tor read
any right to have taken the things would want, Vicky' he says. And I
A surprise Christmas party was en
Harvey
Jones
and
Owen
Flye
at
Susan .Olidden. Calderwood Por >ro^ ^ Oeorge Diomas of El Cenhe had said to her seriously. She says. ‘Well. I must see it some time; Community hall, subject “Chair Cin- Mrs Easton's Class
joyed at the home cf Mr. and Mrs.
Christmas dinner.
tro Calif.
should have understood that a beau I says. Then what do you think? lng."
_ _ _ ...
, „
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Easton hate re ’ many years he was a stone cutter and
Pauline Anderson of Surry is visit Albert Anderson. Present were Mr.
Clayton
Smith
was
in
Bangor
Mon.
.
,
tiful place like that was down in He says right out plain, 'I'm hoping .
machine operator in this town and
.
......
„
turned from a visit in Boston
and Mrs. Malcolm Davis of Ells
ing Mr. and Mrs. Albert Anderson.
Maine would make any one fall in you'll do more than just see it. Vicky, day to attend the wedding of his
Northfield. Vt While here he turned
DEER ISLE
worth. Mr. and Mrs. John Clough of
Mrs.
Hazel
Cain
was
general
chair

The
prize
offered
by
the
Garden
love with love. Summer romance I hope you'll live in it. I hope it sister. Gwinola Smith to E. Arthur man assisted by Mrs. Lina Joyce. the great columns which surround
Bluehill. Miss Helen Anderson, Lin
Club
for
best
outdoor
decorations
The Courtney Eatons were holiday
stuff. That was what they called it. will be yours and mine .. . I'm asking Richards, which took place at St. Mr.s. Mabel Crone and Mr. Hyssong. ,the sanctuary in the Cathedral of
coln Anderson. John Anderson, Lewis
was
won
by
the
High
School.
guesLs
of
the
Alfred
Dunhams.
Mary’s Church.
Oee. that had been a grand night you to many me, Vicky,’ he says."
St John the Divine in New York
Mrs. Adelbert Anderson entertained Andersen. Justin Foss. Leo Foss,
At the close of the pageant sleigh
Miss Barbara Johnston of Faneuil.
Hans Heistad. who is a patient at
in the canoe with her. She'd looked
City. Mr .Calderwood
was
an active
“And what did you says?”
at
Christmas dinner, Justin Foss, Leo Pauline Anderson. Robert Anderson
.
j
.
.
.
t
Mass.,
and
Miss
Carol
Snowden
of
|
bells
were
heard
in
the
distance,
then
The Pettapiece Hospital in Camden,
so kind of sweet and helpless some
! member ofthe Independent Order of
,,
. .
.
“I says. *Why. Rollington. this is
Foss. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Anderson. and Betty Anderson. Ice cream and
Santa
Tiaus
arrived
with
his
pack
of
Newton,
Mass.,
spent
the
holiday
I
shows
steady
and
encouraging
gain
how sitting there opposite him while so sudden’ and carried on, you know."
Odd
_ Fellow
°jSj
. . . .
! weekend with relatives here.
Mr and Mrs. Donald Redman and cake were served.
Miss Lillian Brann Ls at home while gifts to be distributed among the
he paddled down the silver path the
Deceased is survived by his wife;
_ „ _ _ ,
Huh.”
family. Harold Anderson and family
.
George
E.
Sylvester
was
dinner
enjoying
a
vacation
from
her
teachmembers
of
the
school.
Outstanding
moon paved for them. They hadn't
one son. Stewart of New York; two
. _. , .
_
Jerry? You havent't gone, have
Used Cave lor Glass Work
.
Suest Christmas Day of Mr. and Mrs. and Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Davis.
ing duties at Reading. Mass
among the others was a gift of $50
know’n a log was ahead and when you?”
daughters. Miss Bernice of Boston Elmer B
The first glass maker in Scotland
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Green of
Miss
Marion
Upham
is
confined
to
P
rw
'
ent
«
i
to
R«
v
Mr.
Hyssong
from
they'd both gone overboard and he “No. I haven't gone, have you?”
and Mrs. Joseph Robinson of Rock....
was George Hay (1586-1625).
He
Brooksville are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
the church and friends of the parish land; sister Mrs J S Black. Miss
her home by illness.
were hollday
saved her from sinking to old Davy “No. I haven't gone
took advantage of a peculiarly
W.
I.
Cousins.
to
be
used
in
re-decorating
the
ves

guests
of
Mr.
McVeighs
sister
Mrs.
Guests at the Heistad home for
Jones' Locker—well, that had made “Well, that's flne. I'm so glad.”
formed cave at Wemyss, on the Fife
Clara Calderwood; brothers Austin !.
Shirley Holden, 15. died at the hom
Kathryn M. Scott.
Christmas Eve and the weekend were try.
coast, and set up his furnace there
him feel like pretty much of a feller!
and Isaac; and one granddaughter.
‘Huh.”
Tlie Herbert Carters of Stonington of her parents last Tuesday, after
in.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Richard
Tonseth
and
"Oh. Jerry,” she'd cried when he
Janice
Calderwood
“Whatever is the matter, Jerry
were visitors Sunday at the Alfred
Flut Book on Horticulture
picked her up. “Your're sooo strong! Westlmer? You sound like an old daughters Selma and Dorothy of
Funeral services were held Tuesday
j
„ ., _ ’.T
i Dunham home,
Robert Squibbs' "Garden Kalen- j
Reading. Mass ; Rolf Heistad of Bos
Oood kid. Vicky. No doubt of lt. cow mooing.”
at the residence Rev N F Atwood , ,,
„
dar.” published at Charleston, S. C., of Rockport and former pastor of
Reynold Lufltin ’sPent the
ton.
Mr
and
Mrs
John
Porter
Hen

But how had he ever happened to
in 1787 was probably the first sep TTninn rh„mh nffirl.flno. Th.,»
10
“
daV
W‘th her Patents ffi StOnnings and son John Heistad of Port
ask her to marry him? Spruces and
arate book on horticulture published Union Church officiating. There were ington.
“
Now.
you
listen
to
me,
Victoria
land and Robert Jones of Rockland.
soft breezes sure made a guy do
many floral offerings silent tributes
in America.
Mrs. Nina Philbrook has returned
Maurice Miller returned Tuesday to
crazy things! He was ln a sane Mason, and you get this thru your
of loving respect Interment was in
from Stonington.
Home if Spice
workaday world now—that was the little head! I asked you to marry Newport, Vt. after a weekend visit
John Carver cemetery. The bearers
Mr and Mrs George C. Hardy were
Nutmeg and mace come from were S B Hopkins. Frank Hopkins,
difference now. He saw things as me. You said you would. You could with his parents. Mr and Mrs. James
hardly wait. You promised me. Miller. Mr. Miller accompanied him both the East and the West Indies, M E. Landers. Harry Young. Aubrey holiday visitors at the home of their
they were.
IS USED EOR
daughter Mrs. Robert Maguire in
....
You just tell that Rollington guy to as far as Portland, remaining with cloves from Zanzibar, allspice and Ames and Andrew Johnson.
HUNDREDS OP
ginger from Jamaica.
Stonington.
lay
off
or
I'll
knock
him
so
hard
he'll
him there overnight and returning
Well, no sense delaying the process.
Those from out of town to attend
Purposes by the
Miss Dorothy Sylvester of Newton.
The Swedish Academy
No sense at all. Oee whiz, quarter think the Empire State's falling on home Wednesday.
the services were: Stewart Calder
Japanese, it has
him!
You're
going
to
marry
me,
see?
Mass,
is
spending
a
vacation
at
The Public Library will be open
The Swedish Academy, which an wood. Bernice Calderwood, Mrs.
to twelve! . . . Maybe she’d be out
BEEN KNOWN
nually awards the Nobel prize in Joseph Robinson. Mr. and Mrs. I. G. Edgewood Farm.
But, no. she wouldn't be. She'd You're going to marry me and youre New Year’s Day from 1 to 8 p m.
TO GROW/
literature,
was
founded
in
1786
by
Mr and Mrs Ernest Crockett en
said she wouldn't be. He remem going to like it!”
Calderwood and Arthur Ome of
King Gustaf III.
“
Oh.
Jerry,
you're
sooo
strong!
”
tertained Christmas Day. Mr. and
INCHES
EAGLE
tered now
Rockland.
“Yeh.”
Mrs. Leroy Tolman. daughters Mary.
•'Ill be in, Jerry.” she'd said. “Ill
IN ONE
All for One’s Own Good
'Now. I've got a big. big surprise Gladys and Josephine and son Evans
Bion Farnsworth of Hull's Cove has
The axiom of doing everything
be in. Tomorrow's New Year's day,
DAY.
GEORGES
RIVER
ROAD
returned home after passing a few
for one's own good can only be car
the biggest day in my life ever. I for you. darling. I'm going to tell Tolman oi Rockville.
you
a
secret.
I
was
only
kidding.
•
•
•
•
ried
out
at
the
expense
of
one
’
s
want to be beautiful for you and that
A church supper will be served at days with the Clifford Quinns.
neighbor.
He's
Dramatized ChrLstmas Scenes
Arthur Sargent of the Seacoast
means I've got to sleep. Do you think Rollington never nroposed.
the
Finnish Congregational Church
Missionary
Society was here from
I need a lot of sleep to make me been in Florida for two months
The beautiful pageant "The Na
Friday night at 7 oclock. There will
Fastest Moving Living Thing
That was just to see if you cared
beautiful. Jerry?”
tivity" was presented at lhe Baptist
The fastest moving living thing in be aLso a business meeting of the Friday to Tuesday and held services
"Why, no." he'd said. *'I don't anything about me. I had to be Church Monday night as a special nature is the Cephenomyia or deer church and a New Year's watch at the thc schoolhouse.
Alan Dyer of Camden is guest of
think you need a lot of sleep to sure—on. Jerry I had to be sure! It feature of the annual Christmas en bot-fly, said to travel 815 miles an night service. Everyone Ls welcome.
hour.
the Frank Braceys.
make you beautiful. I don’t think was mother’s idea. She says a man tertainment. Characters were rep
Mr. and Mrs. Bonney Quinn of
you need any sleep to make you shouldn't be too sure . . .”
resented by the young people of the
Mexico’s National Song
“Keep quiet a minute. Listen . . ,”
North Haven recently visited Mr.
beautiful.”
Mexico's national song is "MexiVinalhaven & Rockland
Quinn's mother, Mrs. Harriet Quinn.
“Oh. Jerry.'' she'd said. "You do "To what? . . . Oh. yes, the chimes.
canos, al Grito de Guerra" ("Mex
Steamboat Company
The
chimes
for
the
New
Year.
Aren't
Miss Edith Farnsworth has re
say the sweetest things!”
icans, at the Cry of War").
ROCKLAND
turned to her home at Hull's Cove.
Too bad to disturb her. kinda. Oh. they pretty? Aren't they beauutiful?
Bread From Barrel of Flour
A Yuletide program marked the
Service To:
well, all in a day's work. He'd Just Were all a year older, Jerry. Oh.
One barrel of flour is considered
Jerry, darling, ours will sound like
VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
closing day of school, Miss Edith
have to awaken her that was all.
sufficient for an average of 270 oneSTONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT,
Farnsworth, teacher. Music was fur
He took the receiver from the hook that tomorrow, won't they? Aren't
pound loaves of bread.
SWAN’S ISLAND AND
they
beautiful?"
nished for the occasion by Bonney
again. He exaled a sigh. And in
FRENCHBORO
“I'll say.”
Acts Like a FLASH
Quinn of North Haven and George
Gold in Alaska
haled deeply as though getting ready
WINTER SERVICE
“Well, as Dad always used to say:
Sylvester of Sunset.
Gold was discovered in Alaska in
to plunge into that ocean at the
It's different—it's faster In action—it's
Buckets, bird cages, furniture, years 1848 to 1875. There are abou
Effective Saturday, Nov. 13
Ring
out
the
old!"
cpmpounded on superior, medical fact find1880.
16
years
before
thc
great
Klon

The Wilbert Goves spent Christ
ships' masts, are a few of the hun • 15 tongs in tbe United States; ther
beach down in Maine. No sense to
(Subject
to
change
without
notice)
irtfcs new in this country.
dike rush began.
"—And on with the new!"
mas Day with the Clifford Quinns.
BUCKLEY’S MIXTURE (triple acting) is
dreds of uses for bamboo in Japan. are none in China.
prepare a speech before he got her.
the name ot this amazing cough and cold
“Happy New Year, Jerry!"
The seeds are considered a food
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
prescription that is so pure and free from
He'd just talk along naturally until
Tigers
Most
Dangerous
harmful drugs that a child can take it—
Read Down
Read Up
delicacy by the Chinese. Bamboo is
“Happy New Year, Vick!"
A cold bath takes energy, brings
she got the idea. He coughed once,
Tigers
are
said
to
be,
by
far,
the
end stop coughing.
P. M.
A. M.
a native of Ceylon.
the blood to the surface, makes one
—By Charles Emery
One little sip and the ordinary cough Is
most dangerous of all captive ani
twice, three times. Then, because
Ar.
6.0(1
5.30
Lv.
Swan's
Island,
eased—a few doses and that tough old
feel warmer. A quick, moderately
mals.
hang-on cough is seldom heard again—
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
he could flnd nothing else to let him
Tongs are benevolent, protective hot bath is cooling and refreshing.
It's really wonderful to watch how speed
3.30
Ar.
7.30
Lv,
North
Haven,
Waterproof truck covers and spray ily hard, lingering colds are put out of
delay calling, he put the receiver
associations, ’’’hey were organized Once a luxury, hot water automati
Young Walruses Called Pups
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
BUCKLEY'S MIXTURE is now on
by Chinese in tbe United States aa cally is now commonplace with tha
back on its rack. He rubbed his chin. hoods made to order. Old covers business
sale at all good stores—over 9 million bot
Young of walruses are called
Lv.
1.30
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
a means of self-protection against new and i
uical automatic gaa
Gee whiz, hls hand was all ashaklng! waterproofed. Awning service. Rock tles have been sold in cold-wintry Canada.
pups.
136-tf
while eonim unities during the water hi.:
CORNFR DIUT. STORF.
•
Gosh, the only thing to do hv land Awning Co., 16 Willow St

£

J

work.

'

For Bronchitis
Coughs, Colds
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Every-Other-Day

UNION
Mr. and Mr.s. Norman W. Turner
accompanied by her father and
brother. Franklin A. Macdonald, and
Franklin Jr., were weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Turner of
Isle au Haut.
• • • •
Church of the Nazarene
Six members of the "Willing Work
ers" met at the home of Mrs. Rev.
J. W. Ames Wednesday afternoon to
pop corn and fill 100 candy boxes for
the Christmas program Thursday
night which was attended by 100.
The class with Mrs. Ames as chair
man and under the supervision of the
Pastor Rev. Mr. Ames and Church
School Supt. J. C. Moody attended
to the program and decorating. The
church was beautifully decked to
represent a forest comprised of one
large tree and six smaller trees
trimmed with tinsel, with evergreen
banking about the altar and green
and red trim along the side aisles
which was carefully done by Mrs.
Edith Gould and Mrs. Helen Cum
mings.
Bert Larcombe played the piano ac
cordion for the opening of the serv
ice. Miss Bertha Moody was at the
organ and Mrs. Dorothy Howard
lead the program. Everyone re
ceived a candy box and presents
from the classes and teachers were
distributed.
The pastor delivered a Christmas
sermon Sunday morning using as
text “Thanks be unto God for his
unspeakable gift." Mrs. Ames spoke
to the Sunday School on “Preparing
for the Christian Life.’’ A spiritual
message was delivered at the evening
service by the pastor.
A public missionary meeting will be
held at the church tonight at 7.30
all members are asked to take the
December issue of the
"Other
Sheep." The January meeting of the
official board will follow this service
and all members are asked to remain.
Next Sunday's schedule: Morning
worship at 10 o'clock; Sunday School
11.15; Young Peoples Meeting 5.30;
half-hour of prayer 6.30 and the
evening service at 7 o’clock.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT THE PARK

Christmas Echoes

WEST WALDOBORO
Mr and Mrs. Harold David were
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That Rockland visitors Wednesday.
Miss Marjorie Gross of Bath, N Y.
Over In

WASHINGTON

Best Movie of 1937 •
• Made by Buffalo Man

was guest last Thursday of Miss Ele
anor Winchenbach.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Spear and son
Whether the change is in us, in
of Winslow's Mills spent Christmas
other people, or in both, is of little
Day with Hudson Eugley and family.
consequence, as the fact remains that
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Waltz of
to the writer the Christmas-tide just Damariscotta were visitors Friday at
passed has been the most active and the home of thelr son Frank.
pleasant in his many years of ex Misses Madelene Eugley and Marion
perience. and his contemporaries tes Eugley visited Wednesday afternoon
tify to like experience. The cards of at the home of Charles Geel in Gross
Neck.
greeting received by mail, near and I
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach.
far, have more than doubled over
James Winchenbach, Miss Sadie
other years, and others tell of like ! Winchenbach and Miss Esther Aulis
greetings.
were Rockland visitors Wednesday.
North Waldoboro figured wel' in Bradford Redonnett, Jr., of Wis
celebrating the Great Event—the ad casset was a business caller last
vent of our Lord's first coming. Th’ Thursday at Dewey Winchenbach's.
George Boggs of the village was
Nazarene Church celebrated with ap
propriate exercises and a tree, and guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Alton j
without doubt had a Joyful time Winchenbach.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Waltz recently
Wednesday night. Maple Grange
held forth Thursday evening with visited Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Waltz
songs and recitations by the kids— at Gross Neck.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Standish were
all in keeping with the purpose. The
O Hamilton H. Jones, amateur
callers Friday evening at the home
stage
was
beautifully
decorated
with
movie producer of Buffalo, N. Y,
John Wayne and Syd Saylor are on the loose for any excitement Idaho
goes the honor of having made the
has to offer in “Born to the West." the Zane Grey romance, and the study | colored lights, and the tree, under of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Merchant in
best non-theatrical motion picture
which lay a pile of gifts, gleamed with Camden.
above discloses them after finding some in a wildcat gambling joint.—adv.
of the year. His film “Western Holi
Mrs. Charles Eugley of Gross Neck
many colored twinkling lights. In
day" has won the Hiram Percy
distribution of the gifts there was a 1 spen the weekend with her daughter
WALDOBORO
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Maxim Trophy which is awarded an
departure from the usual custom. By , Mrs. Irvine Genthner
nually to the producer of the best
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach
William Mitchell of Portland, spe- it some might think communism had
Pupils of the Ledge School, under
amateur motion picture of the year
by the Amateur Cinema League, a
direction of their teacher, Alfred i cial agent of Aetna Insurance Co. was taken root there, i Before I close I and two daughters entertained at
non-commercial, international or
will show that it hasn't). The gifts ! dinner Christmas Day. Mr. and Mrs.
Standish and Mr.s. Standish, gave a a business visitor in town Monday.
ganization with members in more
William Brooks has returned from were all numbered and each who had Freelon Vannah. son Sherman and
pleasing Christmas concert and en
than sixty countries. The trophy, es
tablished by Mrs. John C. Lee and
contributed to the pile drew a num (Chester Jones of South Waldoboro;
tertainment at the Baptist Church, Newark. N J.
Hiram Hamilton Maxim, both of
Sarah
Eugley
and
Lillian
Vannah
of
ber
from
a
box
and
the
gift
on
whicn
the meeting house being filled to
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Achorn of
Hartford. Conn., surviving children
the
village;
Mr.
and
Mr.s.
Clifford
capacity.
Camden were visitors Saturday at tne number of the drawee was marked
of Hiram Percy Maxim, the famous
was delivered to him or her. The Winchenbach. Clyde Winchenbach.
Inventor, is open to world wide com
Fifty relatives and friends of Mr. Mrs. Ella Achorn's.
; Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach.
petition so that the winner may
and Mrs. Perley Winchenbach gath
Miss Margaret Ashworth and Miss children were all well trained by some
claim rightfully the world's ama
son James and daughters Martha and
patient
soul,
and
none
of
them
made
ered Sunday at their home to cele Anne Ashworth of St. Johnsbury. Vt.,
teur championship In the realm of
Sadie.
motion pictures. "Western Holiday,"
brate their 25th wedding anniversary. ! are guests of Dr. and Mrs. T. C. a skip in their recitations.
the 1937 prize picture, consists of
Saturday night our own little
A variety of lovely gifts were re i Ashworth.
two reels in natural color depicting
church
—
the
Methodist
—
put
over
one
NORTH
WASHINGTON
ceived by Mr. and Mrs Winchenbach.
A telephone has recently been in
of its best concerts, arranged by an
Ernest D. Cole of Somerville passed stalled in the home of Amber Childs.
The home of the Cunningham fam
etficient committee consisting of Miss
NORTH WALDOBORO
a few days recently at the home of
James Young of Portland spent Della Burnheimer, Mrs Olive Shu ily was the scene of a merry ChristAlfred Standish.
Mr and Mrs. Harold Smith and
Christmas with relatives in town.
man. Miss Marion Simpson and | mas party attended by Mr. and Mrs.
Austin MacDonough spent the holi
Mr. and Mrs. William Flint were others to whom much credit is due Leon Faxon and four children of family spent Christmas with Mrs.
day weekend with friends in Pitts weekend guests of their daughter, for helping make the occasion a suc Ipswich, Mass. Presents totaling 155 Smith's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
field.
i Mrs. Carl Becker and family of cess. The attendance was good and j were taken from a handsomely dec- Walsh.
Mrs. Edna Turner motored last : Portland.
the stage practically filled with ehil- I orated tree, after which a sumptuous
Thursday to Rockland, accompanied
Mrs. Clara Barton spent Christmas ] dren—partakers in the exercises turkey dinner was served.
Mrs. M W Lenfest. who remains
by Rev and Mrs. F. H. Fernald and with her mother at Dark Harbor. ! v. hich were carried out in a creditable
I manner. I think every child present seriously ill. is attended by Dr. Tut
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Wallace.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence T. Weston
HOPE
was remembered with some little gift. tle of Union and a nurse from Union.
James Richards was a caller Tues- j are in Portland for a few days.
Donald Cunningham i-nd Robert
These celebrations are much bet
day at the Ernest Starrett home ir.
Miss Katherine Tuck and Miss
Cunningham
were recent business
The Grange held a Christmas tree Warren.
ter than none, but it does seem to
Mary Tuck of Quincy. Mass., passed
visitors in Rockland.
last Thursday night, this annual
the
writer
that,
if
there
was
less
di

Supt. and Mrs. Gray were recent j the weekend at the home of their
Mr. and Mrs. Rov Turner and fam
event being well attended and greatly guests of the Sunday School. Mrs.
vision and more of a community
uncle. James A. Duane
enjoyed, especially by the children. Gray entertained the children by ,
spirit, it would be far better for all ily were guests Christmas Day of
Mrs. Bessie Kuhn. Lieut. Cedric concerned, and much more pleasing Mrs Turner's brother. Lorenzo Lin
Miss Julia Harwood of Boston spent 1 telling them a Christmas story. The I
the holiday with her parents Mr. and I School was awarded an attractive Kuhn. US.M.C., Mias Patricia Kuhn tc the Master, whose birth we have scott in Appleton.
and Miss Marcia Blaney were Port all tried to celebrate In our several
Elbridge Lenfest pasted the holi
Mrs. A. S. Harwood.
j banner. Mr. Ulmer making the pre
day at the home of his sister Mrs.
land visitors Monday.
ways.
Let
us
think
the
matter
over
Mr. and Mrs Allie Dunton passed sentation.
A family party was held Christmas and see if we cannot stifle our preju Ulric Peabody
Christmas with Mr.s Dunton's father.
Alfred E. Standish. Jr. and Miss
Mr and Mrs. Charles Cnuntnitt vis
Day at Stahl's Tavern. Mr. and Mrs. dices, and just for that one import
Charles Robinson in Melrose. Mass. Barbara Standish are recovering from
Clinton B Stahl and daughter Betty ant occasion, at least, and have one ited relatives Friday in Somerville.
Enroute they were guests of John severe attacks of grippe.
being hosts to Mr. and Mrs. Edward tig community tree on G. Cleveland
Dunton in York.
Barbara H. Standish, daughter ol ,
Connors
and son Richard of Win Walter's conspicuous, commodious
Mr. and Mrs Willard Brown and ! Mr. and Mrs. Alfred E. Standish was ! chester. Mass.. Dr. and Mrs. Perlev lawn.
family spent Christmas with Mrs. [ the winner of the first prize in the I
R Damon and Mrs. Alice Kalloch of
On Christmas day no doubt there
public speaking contest held last
Brown's parents in Camden.
Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Stanley were many family get-togethers ot
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Wellman. Mrs Thursday in the High School audi Poland.
NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS
which I have no knowledge. Christ
Eleanor Payson. iMr. and Mrs. Charles ( torium in Waldoboro. Miss Standish ; Warren Simmons of Boston is vis mas day for wife and I was a most
Childs and daughter Muriel of South J gave extracts from “The Man With iting his mother Mrs. Cassie Sim
pleasant one. As has been our cus
Hope were afternoon guests the holi- ’ out a Country.” Miss Mona Win mons.
tom for about six years we spent the
day of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Lud chenbach and Miss Arvilla Winchen
Mrs. Sarah Wood who has been day. or what was left of it after ar
bach also represented this town in
wig.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. James Wood riving. with Mrs. Nina Johnson in
Miss Grace Drake of Camden spent the contest, with creditable render- : over Christmas has returned to New Washington. This year was an ex
the holiday weekend with Mr. and ing of humorous readings.
York city.
ceptionally pleasant visit by reason of
Mrs. Alden Allen.
Justin Welt and George Wallbridge the increase in numbers over former
Mr. and Mrs. L. P True were visit-' nald. Mr and Mrs. Dana Herrick and ol Gardiner were at Mr. Welt's home years. The gathering was composed
ors Christmas Day at Mr and Mrs. family. Mr. and Jjrs William Wright Monday.
of relatives by marriage and blood
and family. Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
Elmer True's.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley E. Herrick. kin. The party consisted of Mr. and
Mr. and Mr.s. Herbert Hardy en Baird and daughter of this place. Mr Miss Alice Herrick and Stanley E. Mrs. Edwin L. Miller. Mr. and Mrs.
tertained as guests Christmas Day, and Mr.s. Robert Rolerson. Mr. and Herrick. Jr., of Portland dined Edwin G Miller and seven children.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hardy and fam Mrs. Walter Clark and son and May Christmas Day with Mr. and Mrs. W. Eleanor, Conrad. Clarissa. Elizabeth,
ily of iLincolnville, Mr. and Mrs. nard Heal of Lincolnville.
William, Adelaide and Gerald; Mr.
F. B. Feyler.
Frank Payson. Mr. and Mr.s. Edward
Mr. and Mrs Clifton Robbins were
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Riley and end Mrs. Leland Johnson and son,
Payson and son of Camden:
hosts Christmas Day to Mr. and Mrs son Stephen have been holiday guests and just as the guests were getting
Students at home for the holiday ’ C. Kendall Hopkins of Camden and | of Mrs. Riley's father Stephen A. pretty well filled with fowl and the
recess are Katherine True and Wil Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Robbins of Jones.
fixings that go with it. a surprise
liam Hardy from the University of Hope.
Miss Beatrice Barnard, R.N., of party from Kittery appeared on the
Maine; Harleth Hobbs from Gorham
Boston and Edmund Barnard of scene In it were also relatives—Mr.
Normal School; and Wilma True
Waterville spent the holiday with end Mrs. P J. Sweeney and two chil
ROUND
POND
from Perkin's Institution.
their parents. Rev. and Mrs. Oscar dren. Madeen and Richard; also
Misses Katherine True and Pauline
Frances Miller Sweeney. Frances
Barnard.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Bryant
True attended the reunion of Camp
tcld the writer to be sure to get her
Mr.
and
Mrs.
B.
C.
Reed.
Miss
passed the holidays with Mr. and Mrs.
Hitanowa Monday in Portland.
Gertrude Jenson, Robert Reed and name in the paper twice < of course,
L.
B.
Lewis
in
Reading.
Mass
Mr. and iMrs. Malcolm Libby spent
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Chamberlain. Stanley Reed were guests Saturday jokingly). But there is but one
Christmas with Mrs. Libby's parents,
Mrs
Addie Van. Miss Sarah Brighton of George Simmons and Miss Grace inimitable Frances, so how come!
Mr. and Mrs Irving Wright
After all had fed and settled down
Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Herrick were in and Fred Swett were guests Christ
Miss Evelyn Oenthner. R.N.. and •he beautiful evergreen tree was
mas
Day
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Melvin
Portland Monday to see their son
Mathew Barron of Portland visited robbed of its fruit and delivered )o
Frank who is a patient at the Chil Munroe.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert the one whose name was on the pack
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
H.
Chamberlain
dren's Hospita.1
age. The shades of night were fall
Genthner over the holidays.
Holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. are in St Petersburg. Fla., for thc
Mr. and Mrs. James Hall of Ten ing when the party regretfully broke
winter.
Donald Brownell were Mrs. Etta Fer-,
ant's Harbor passed the Yuletide up with many thanks to the hostess
“I resolve, by the magic of lighting, selection, and arrangement, to find
with their daughter, Mrs. Albert for her royal entertainment.
the pictures hidden In common things.”
W. R Waller.
Elwell.
TOWN OF UNION
T
ONG
tradition
demands that
Interesting a picture niusl
North Waldoboro. Dec. 27.
Miss Madeline Kane is visiting in
STATE QF MAINE
everyone resolve, at the begin
have a central idea, a pleasing
Pawtucket, R. I., over the holidays.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated tn the Town of Union. Me. ln the County
ning of a new year, to turn over a
arrangement ar.d lighting
of Knox for the year 1937
Fred A. Hovey was guest Christmas tertained at bridge Monday night
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the
new leaf, perhaps several new
which is suited to Ihe idea the
Town of Union aforesaid, for the vear 1937. committeed to me for collection
Day of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stenger Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchenbaugh,
leaves. If this is a good idea for ordi
picture is to express.
for said Town on thc 14th day of May 1937 remain unpaid; and notice is here
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Blanchard.
of Friendship.
nary people, it is a still better idea
by given that If said taxes with Interest and charges are not previously paid so
I
further
resolve—
much of the real estate taxed as ls sufficient to pay the amount due therefor.
for us as photographers. Even the
Mrs. Benjamin Bisbee and daugh Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin Schofield and
Including Interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at public
4. To try to see the “hidden pic
best
of
us
make
mistakes
that
we
auction at Town Hall ln said Town, on the first Monday ln February. 1938 at
ter Dorothy of Rockland have been Mrs. Gladys Grant.
tures” in everything and to ask
nine o'clock A. M
could avoid if we would only lake a
visitors at Mrs. Ethel Feyler's.
myself, not “Is this a good pic
firm
stand
—
and
nothing
can
help
so
Name of Owner
Description of Property
Amount of Tax Due
ture subject?" but rather,
Mrs. Lettie Collamore of Friendship
NORTH HOPE
Interest and Charges
much as to work out a code and then
"How can I, by the magic of
not Included
Long Island is passing the winter
•tick to lt.
light ing and arrangement, bring
with her sister Mrs. Alfred Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Tiffany of
Here, then, is a set of New Year's
H E
ADAMS—Land near Law's Comer
W 00
out the picture or pictures this
Charles H. Howard was guest Sat Providence were weekend callers on
Resolutions for Snapshot Guild
subject contains?"
GEOROE W. BACHELDER—Wood lot near Charles Butler's'.................
5 00
members. Check them over and see
urday of his sister. Mrs. Dora H. relatives in Hope and Searsmont,
HEIRS OF OSCAR BURNS—Land near Law's Corner
5 00
5. To experiment with lighting
which
ones
apply
to
you.
Add
any
Yorke.
including Mr. Tiffany's sister. Mrs.
ABBIE BROCK—'Land and Buildings .........................................................
17 50
and pictorial arrangement sc
others you think of. Then paste the
ERNEST C. DAVIS—Angler's Farm; Mary O. Thomas place; Mattle
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Genthner A. I. Perry, his mother and another
that my eye will become
whole list in your photographic note
Brawn place .............. -........... ............. -•.... -.........................................
175 00
have moved to the Collamore house sister in Searsmont. They passed
trained to see the pictures In
book and abide by it in the twelve
HEIRS OF R A. GUSHEE—1-3 Tannery lot ............................................
5 00
on Friendship street.
Christmas with nis daughter, Mrs.
herent ln common things.
month ahead:
HErRS OF ERWIN HASTINGS— 'i Boggs Farm ................. ...
7 50
The Bridge Club will meet Thurs Richard Feyler in Thomaston and
FRED A. JEWELL—House, barn and land at East Union'
11 25
6. To study my mistakes and note
This year I resolve—
down what I did that was
MITCHELL BROS—Wood lot near J. R. Danforth ............................
7 50
day night with Mrs. Isabel Labe.
returned home Svncay.
1. To think always before I shoot.
wrong and remember not to
MINOT MESSER—Robbins wood lot; wood lot ....................................
7 50
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Monahan
Mrs. Clara Hall was holiday guest
BORDMAN MCDONALD—Jameson wood
lot ...................... .................
2 50
make the same error twice
2. To remember that a camera
entertained at a family party Christ at the Charles Cleveland home in
EDA POST—Land and Buildings ..................................................................
45 00
And I resolve that whenever I
lias no brain of its own, only an
mas Eve at thelr home on Main Camden.
HAROLD ROLFE—Land on Barrett Hill
..............................................
5 00
make an error, I will try to do
eye, and will only take pictures
street.
Guests
present
were
Mr.
and
Mr
and
Mrs.
A.
I.
Perry
dined
MILDRED REYNOLDS—Cummings Fleld; field near B F. Jones
25 00
the plc.uro over the right way,
of the scenes and subjects I
Mrs. Albert Genthner. Mr. and Mrs. Friday at thc home ol their grand
FRANK SULLIVAN—Alton Butler Place .................................................
2 50
so that its lesson will be more
put in front of it,
CLAYTON WEBB—House and lot ™20 00
Fred Genthner, Mr. and Mrs. Edward son, E. Uu.iald Perry and the follow
pointed.
3. To bear in mind that my pic
KENNETH WITHAM—Moses Sidelinger Farm ........................................
5 00
Oenthner, Miss 'Evelyn Oenthner ing day with their daughter. Mrs. R.
In other words—I resolve to make
tures to be good must be in
CARL W. MITCHELL.
and Mathew Barron.
L. Coose in Searsmont. They enjoyed
teresting to other people as more and better pictures.
December 24. 1937.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Union.
well as myself and
lg
156-Tli-O
Mr. and Mrs Robert Mitchell cn- Christmas t rces at both homes.
John van Guilder.

North Waldoboro

T

Cp

•SNAPSHOT CUIL

Frank L. Sukeforth Ls improving
irom recent illness.
Mr and Mrs Jesse Linscott and
lamily are in Penobscot with Mrs.
Linscott's parents.
Mr and Mrs. Floyd Ludwig are re
ceiving congratulations on the birth
of a son.
Miss Anna Sukeforth has been re
cent guest of Miss Lucille Nash.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B Cunningham
spent Christmas with Boardman
Cunningham and family of Liberty.
Mr and Mr.s. Harlan Sidelinger and
family were d.nner guests ChrLstmas
Day cf Mr and Mrs. Carl Sukeforth
and family.
Mr and Mrs Donald Patrick of
Portland passed the weekend with
Mrs. Patrick's parents.
William Baker of New Jersey was
a recent caller at Frank Sukeforth's.
Mrs. George Rhodes Ls 111.
Mr.s. Sidney Humes spent Friday
with her mother, Mrs. Carrie Clark
of Razorville.
Talbot Johnston spent the Christ
mas vacation with his mother. Mrs.
Burton Ludwig.
Mrs. Peter Saltsman and son Don
ald of Philadelphia werc visitors in
town recently.

SEARSMON1
Yuletide School Echoes

The pupils of the Ghent School.
Harriet Woster. teacher, gave a
scenes and activities in Victoria and
Christmas party rrcently, consisting
Vancouver. British Columbia, Mount
Robson Park, B. C., and Jasper Na
of: Song. Christmas Time Is Here,
tional Park, Alberta, and the picture
School; Welcome, Leona Bean; A
won against competition from Eng
Lively Christmas Toy, Horace Oe-land, Canada. Japan. France and
rish Christmas 3far. Priscilla Rob
Mexico, as well as other films from
the United States. The layout
bins; monologue, Dear Santa, Alex
shows Mr. Jone8 with the camera
Keene, Jr.; A Christmas Vow. Bar
he uses and the Athabaska Glacier,
bara Cushman; dance. Leona Bean;
a scene along the Columbia Ice
Fields motor highway in Jasper Na
Making Christmas Happy by flve
tional Park, which forms a part of
boys; Twas the Night Eefore Christ
the prize-winning film.
mas. Dorothy Keene; recitation.
Hang Up the Baby's Stocking, Grade
FRIENDSHIP
II.
When Pop Played Santa Claus
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis H. Lawry enterGilbert Ripley; Christmas Joy, Leaained at ChrLstmas dinner. Mr and
j trice Cunningham; What the Country
Mrs. Wilbur A. Morse and Zenas
Needs, Paul Dweetland; dialogue,.
Lawry.
Santa's Trouble, by nine pupils; song,
The Methodist Sunday School Barbara
Cushman;
recitation,
concert and attractively decorated Frances Strout; The First Christmas,
Christmas tree were enjoyed by a Gilbert Ripley; I Dreamed of Music,
large attendance.
Elizabeth Oerrish; Good Night. Leona
Mr. and Mrs. Burgess Simmons and Bean; Welcome to Santa. Hester
ion Cor.ley, were recent guests of Cunningham; Santa Replies. Leatrice
relatives in Cushing
Cunningham.
Gifts in great variety from a wellRichard Sanderson of Quincy.
Mass., is passing the holiday recess laden tree were distributed to pupils
with hls grandparents, Capt. and and teacher Seventeen visitors were
present.
Mrs. Melvin Lawry.

Mr and Mrs. Wardell MacFarland
were hosts at Christmas dinner to
Mr and Mrs. Fred Felker and family.
A daughter who has been named
Janice Carol was born Christmas
Day to Mr. and Mrs. Irvin M. Sim
mons Dr Randolph of Waldoboro
was the attending physician and
Mrs. Grover of Boston is caring for
mother and child.
Miss Rachel Stetson who visited
relatives in Thomaston recently has
returned home. She is confined to
her house with swollen throat glands
but is improving.
Vinal Killeran of Thomaston was
a visitor Sunday at the MacFarland
home.
The Pythian Sisters will meet Jan
Your name and address printed
4 to consider important business.
on envelopes and paper or mono
Leonard Stetson is visiting his gram on sheets, address on enve
father. Karl Stetson, and grandfather lopes. Black, Blue, Green or
Brown ink.
Leonard Stetson in Thomaston.
Kenneth Lewis and Marjorie Sim
WATER STRIPED VEl.I.t'M
White Deckle Edge
mons. students at Kent's Hill Semi
36 folded sheets 4%x7 %
nary. are passing the holidays with
36 envelopes 4x5', square flap
thelr parents. Rev and Mrs. William
$1.15 postpaid
Lewis and Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Sim
OR
mons.
60 flat sheets 7%xl0%
• • • •
50 envelopes 4x714 square flap
Lillian E. Simmons
$1.40 postpaid
Neighbors and friends were sad
AUTOCRAT DECKLE EDGE
dened by the death of Lillian E.,
White Vellum
wife of Melvin Simmons which oc Square flap envelopes and folded
curred Dec. 11 at her home in Lawry
sheets
50 envelopes 4x5%
after a long and lingering illness.
60 sheeLs 4%x7%
Mr.s. Simmons was born in Waido
$1.35 postpaid
boro, Sept. 20 1364. daughter of the
late Lucy J. (Burns) and William M
Collamore of Bremen. She was united
in marriage Jan. 1. 1882 to Melvin
Simmons. A kind friend, devoted
I wife and mother, her life which was
faithfully expended in service to her
home and family, was an inspiration
to all associates.
Survivors are her husband; onc
son. Irving M. Simmons; one sister,
Mr.s. Granville Wincapaw of Bark
Cove, Waldoboro; and three grand
children of Lawry.
i
Funeral services were held from
Your name and address printed
the residence, Rev. O. G. Barnard,
on sheets and envelopes only
pastor of the Waldoboro Methodist
PATRICIAN
Church officiating. Gertrude Sim
White Laid
mons sang favorite vocal selections
Black. Blur, Brown, Green Ink
of the deceased. Bearers were Bed60 folded sheets 4%x7%
field Miller, John Winchenbach, Wil
40 envelopes 4x51,
liam Lawry and Pearl Delano, neigh
OR
bors of thc deceased. Interment was
60 flat sheets 614x10%
40 envelopes 4x6%
in the Harbor cemetery.

Rite-Best

Printed Stationery

$1.15 postpaid

OTE’J
NO MORE HARD
WORK MONDAYS
JWf

YOUR. BACK

clcanscs

rnoKouencK

MAGIC
WATER

GRAYTONE TWEED
Vellum
60 folded sheets t%x7%
40 envelopes 4x5%

OR
60 flat sheets 614x1014
40 envelopes 4x6%
$1.15 postpaid
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THOMASTON

In Everybody's Column ?

Sky Spectacles

I Miss Jessie M. Stewart has taken
“Sky i
charge of The Courier-Gazette’s Americans Became
Thomaston columns, and will be very
Conscious’’ During Year
grateful for news items which may
Which
Is Now Closing
be furnished for her. If you have
matters of interest in and around
Americans are becoming “sky con
Thomaston please notify her. The
scious."
according to a bulletin from
telephone call is 149-13]
the Washington. D. C.. headquarter
Miss Dorothy Starrett, local chair- of the National Geographic Society,
man for sale of the Publlc Health Public attention on the day sky dur
Association Christmas Seals, makes ing 1937. the bulletin points out was
the gratifying report that the town's
focussed by the expeditions whioh
quota is more than sold with returns
had
to seek romantically inaccessible
not yet complete.

25 YEARS AGO
A review Irom The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
Roekland and vicinity during thr corresponding period in 1912.

Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Additlonal lines flve cents each for one time
10 cents for three times. Six small words
to a line.
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•
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♦

♦

LOST AND -FOUND
-

* ___
i
—p ■».

_

J
♦
r

«

FOR SALE

*
I
>M

271 ACRES on Georges River near Wol; laston, St George for sale. Immediately;
, superior short frontage, deep water.
150-2
PRANK H INGRAHAM. City.
BEST hard mountain wood for sale,
party dry $1 ft., sawed. HASKELL BROS

♦ Tel 25.____________________________ 156*2
i
DROP-HEAD White rotary for sale. $8;

also Electrolux, slightly used, wlll sacri

Rebecca iKeen) widow of Justin E. j comb of Appleton and Miss Sadie
TRAVELING MAN'S brown bag lost fice. $35 . 97 UNION ST , City_______156*2
between Rockland and Thomaston. Re
MISCELLANEOUS furniture for sale.
Sherman, died at her home on Ocean I Sukeforth of Union,
ward. if returned to FOSS HOUSE. 77 Call Saturday, Jan. 1. 52 CAMDEN ST.
156-2
avenue, aged 81.
j Bangor. Dec. 30, Joseph Gallagher Park St.
155-1
Louis H. Kileski. a well known mem- 1 and Mlss M Celia Rice,
COIN PURSE lOFt Wednesday noon
_______
_______ HOUSE
______
____ ____
ELEVEN-ROOM
with
bath.,
some where on Main street. Contained j Rarage. Will sell or swap for small farm.
n r4 its rntuvm
_______
__ __________
ber of the Crescent Beach colony, died I Rockland. Dec. 18. Arthur F. Willey .sum of mrvmAVT
money nand
return will
wlll ho
be _7 _____
BEECHWOODS STREET. Thomaston.
deeply appreciated. MISS RUTH WARD.
and Maud A. leach.
155*1
ill Lowell. Mass
The Courier-Gazette
153*155
Charlestown. Mass. Dec 26. Harry
HOOVER vacuum cleaner for sale,
First
sleighing
of
the
winter,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M Whltney Places from whlch w observe th<“
LADIES' white gold Bulova wrist ln good condition: also hall runner;
W. Thomas and Annabelle Warren, watch
lost, set with white stones Please 9x12 Wilton rug 294 BROADWAY. City.
Dec. 28.
of Dover. N. H„ are at their Beech- total eclipse of the sun of June 8
TEL 8533, 103 Camden St.. Reward.
both of Rockland.
155-1
153*155
Roekland was becoming initiated
woods street home for the week Her
“To study this unusually long solar
Union. Dee. 25, Alvin L. Rhodes of
WORK HORSE for sale. fat. handsome,
OXFORD
GRAY
vest
lost
Saturday
into
the
mysteries
of
the
Parce
’
s
also one horse sled like new. $10.
brother. Thomas McGrail of Dover, eclipse. " the bulletin continues, "the
Knox and Miss Annie G. Butler of between Summer St., and Leslie Cross' $50;
Wlll trade C. F. PRESCOTT. Tel 489-W.
arrived Wednesday to stay a few National Geographic Society co Pest.
cleaning store Return to I. LESLIE Rockland.
Union.
155*1
CROSS. 457 Main St. JEROME C. BUR
days.
W. H. Smith was elected com
PORTER-CABLE. Take-a-bout stand
Rockland. Dec. 31. Leon A. Pome ROWS
153*155
operated with the U. S. Navy in
ing machine for sale. Perfect condition,
mander of Edwin L.bby Post. G.A.R roy and Ethel B Murray.
General Kncix Chapter, D AB.
price right. SPEARS GARAGE, South
sending scientists with elaborate
Warren__________________
155*157
meets at the home of Mrs. G. M.
Warren.
Dec.
31.
Samuel
L.
Cum

«t ■
Luke S. Davis was elected chief
THOUSAND yards field rock for sale,
Derry in Rockland. Jan. 3 at 7.30. equipment to tiny Canton Island in patriarch of Rockland Encampment. mings and Mrs. Cinderella Warren. t
» 50c yard. Good for fill. EARL H BARWANTED
Each member is asked to take a ten- the middle of the Pacific Ocean.
154*156
Waldoboro. Dec. 26, Perley C. Win ».
W. Raymond Stewart was elected
----------------« TER, 690 Old County Road
FURNACE for sale, full equipment:
cent gift suitable for kitchen use. ' Major A W. Stevens made aerial ncble grand of Knox Lodge. 1.0.0 F chenbaugh and Sadie M. Burns.
also hot water heater
CAPT. JOHN
WANTED. Men who can earn <1300 HUSBY. Tel. Camden 585.
Waldoboro. Dec. 24. Herbert R.
William Creighton of East Milton.1 Photographs cf it at an altitude of j
154-156
C. H Hamilton was elected presi
to $6,000 or more yearly retailing na
Light of Nobleboro and Aldana A. tionally Igiown Rawlelgh Necessities.
DUO-THERM pot type circulating
Mass., is spending the holidays with
above the coast of Peru dent of the Owl Club.
Enormous demand. Sales way up this heater for sale, new condition. AIR
Eugiey of Waldoboro.
his grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. N. F f°r tbe Hayden Pianetarium-Grace.
year Fascinating work. Easy Sales. Good WAYS. INC, Publlc Landing. City
Capt. Oscar A. Crockett, veteran
Deer
Isle,
Nov.
28.
Lionel
H.
Con
profits Few routes now open. Write __ _______________________________ 153-tf
Andrews and with them spent Christ- Ecl*Ps<' Expedition.
Astronomers j
steamboat commander, died at his ary and Verna L. Conary.
quick for full particulars RAWLEIGHS.
TRIPLE DECK American Incubator;
mas Day with Mr and Mrs. W. H. flom Cook Observatory and Franklin
Dept Mel-73-59. Albany. N Y
156*lt bull. 2 years old. 2 cows, coming ln soon.
home
in
Ash
Point,
aged
67.
Thomaston.
Dec.
19.
Lewis'F.
Hig

Sell
or trade CHAS. O. ERICKSON.
Robinson in Warren. He returns to Institute studied lhe solar phenomePOULTRY wanted, top prices paid I.
155.1
Maurice H. Costello, clerk for manv gins of Rockland and Grace V. Cof POUST. 91 No Main St, Tel 41-J. 146*157 Box 98, R 1. Warren
Massachusetts the end of this week ron from the decks of the S S.
1935 FOUR-DOOR Chevrolet for sale
years
at
McGrath's
market,
died
sud

EXPERIENCED
girl
wanted
for
gen

fin of Lincolnville.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Andrews ol Steelmaker. Data collected by the
or trade Excellent condition, good bar
housework; must be able to cook. gain
HOWARD P ROSS. Lincolnville
Warren. Dec. 18. Gardiner F. Danl- eral
Plainfield. Vt.. and their sons Ed- expeditions with spectrographs and denly.
Adults only Write P O. BOX 35. Rock- Center Tel 30
155*1
158 2
ward C . and Faui were holiday guests special cameras were the subject of
Fire in the Sprague building on els of Union and Miss Laura A. Fuller bandHARD COAL for sale. Pocahontas soft
WOMEN ln 40 s, wants position with coal, dry hard fitted and Junk wood. J.
of Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Andrews and study in half a dozen laboratories as Limerock street, caused a loss of $6005 of Warren.
small family. Write P O. BOX 652
B PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 62.
Stonington. Dec. 4, Eugene S. Cous
155*1___ _______________________ _________ 155-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Ward Grafton.
Itbe >'ear drew to an end.
for A. H. Jones who occupied the
___________________________________
TO A Young Man who has punched | ONE sewing machine for sale, also
ins and Iva L. Gross.
The Federated Mission
Circle Only Visible Comet Was Almost Tail- upper flat.
„
T..10
1
v B,in 1 b!s last :'me cloct There are big profits , one pine chest, large storage space, with
Deer
Isle,
Dec.
1.
Ernest
E.
stin
.
ln
the selling business If you are selling two drawers underneath; one trunkmeeting postponed last week waj
Henry H Payson of Hcpe was ap
ton and Mrs Ellie S Weed.
the rl*nt 8°°ds wp have an excellent , two fibre porch chairs; one four foot
held Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. H
,.An annular eclipse of the sun pointed coroner.
opportunity open for an ambitious young rtep-ladder; one girls’ bicycle
R s
Rockland. Dec. 23. Edwin S Tib- man No previous experience necessary SHERMAN. 7 Talbot Ave.
153*155
F Leach. The Christmas worship visible only in far.westem United
Carl Moran. William Healey. Arthur
We train you ln our free 5-day Train
SMALL farm for sale: In city limits
ing School to begin making money fast.
service was led by Mrs. Leach, and s£ates. occurred on December 2. A Barbeur and Albert Holbrook went to betts and Gertrude L. Gross.
looking Penobscot Bav. House has
Rockland. Dec. 21. Clyde A. Forest If Interested drop a line to A P.C. care over
study of Mecca and Beyond was partial eclipse of the moon, visible Vinal Haven in the interst of a new
This Offlce. stating age.
153-2 modern conveniences HW heat. suitable
for a hen farm 6 acres tillage land with
of Warren and Mildred H. Wade of [
conducted by Mrs. W. C. Richards generally, preceded it on November YMCA
ALL KINDS of light trucking and dc- this nice property An elegent buy at
movement
inaugurated
Rockland.
livery work. Christmas parcels delivered , $4,900
This
___ __Is _a real
_ ____
home and ln
Offlcers elected were: President. Mrs 18. In July Mount Wilson astrono there.
Vino, Mav*,. n»c 97 I eioh F Wil- at reasonablf’ prices; careful handling. ! nice condition. FREEMAN S YOUNO
vinal Haven. Dec. 23. Leign L. Wil ■ Tej 19_w
150*tf 1G3 Main street . Tel 605-M.
Leach, vice president, Mrs. E. F mers recorded the third largest
153-155
George W. Smith was elected emi liams and Nellie M. Arey.
watchmaker
matches. I 1935 CHEVROLET. 4-door Sedan for
WATCHMAKER—
—Repairing
Repairing
Woodcock; secretary. Miss Crandon; group of sunspots ever photographed.
nent commander of Claremont Com
clocks,
antiques
all
kinds.
Call
and
de

sale
or
trade
Clean
Inside
and
out.
Martinsville, Dec. 25. Montford liver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Ames
treasurer. Mrs. Richards. A Christ
“The night sky during 1937 was mandery.
HOWARD P. ROSS. Lincolnville Center.
bury
St
,
Rockland.
Tel.
958-J.
144-tf
Hupper and Miss Rose Shaw.
_________________________________ 153*155
mas tree had gifts for all. The glorified for astronomers by a series
Albert T. Thurston had the con
USED CARS sold or traded; also used
Waldoboro. Dec. 24. Delbert J Win
Circle will meet for White Cross sew- of eight comets, of which only one.
parts, tires and one oil burner. AL
tract for wiring 30 rooms at Isles chenbach and Lalia M. Benner.
FRED DAVIS. 152 New County Road
ing the first Thursday of each month the relatively tailless Finsler. was
boro Inn.
Waldcboro. Dec. 22. Edgar E. Dav
_________
beginning Jan. 6 when they will meet j visible t0 the naked eye.
Wickedness was found to be ram of Waldoboro and Etta W. Sidelinger , ’ Himvv—-cuwwvu > , uprioht ^piano^for »«ie^ good m*
at the home of Mrs. E F. Woodcock
"Dr. James Robertson. U. S. Naval
dition: leaving town, must sell at once,
pant in Rockland. Sixteen girls of Bristol.
$30 MRS SAROENT. 19 Purchase St..
Tiie Pathfinders will have their Observatory, reported a new cQrreca
$s
T-x
w .1 _____ SUBSCRIPTION service cn all ma«City.
______________________ 153*155
were found smoking cigarettes in a
Appleton.
Dec.
2a.
Paul
Lincoln
Ol
azines
and
newspapers.
Some
of
your
Christmas party tonight at 7 in the uon to the theory of the motion of
GENTLEMANS COON COAT for sale,
resort on Crockett's Point.
Framingham. Mass , and Miss Stella periodical money will be spent In Rock like
new; may be seen at LUCIEN
Methodist vestry.
the moon. Thc path is apparently
land Send check or money order to. or
153*155
Lizzie iBisbee), widow of Nelson U. L. Hall Of Appleton.
, telephone RAY' SHERMAN. 7 Talbot GREENS. 16 School St
Miss Bessie Webber, who has been controlled by three forces, one having
Avenue.
Rockiand
Tel.
531-M
—
Ask
to
see
FIFTY used stoves for sale all kinds,
Biackington. died at the age of 45
•
•
•
•
"The Household Magazine" Recipe Book. very attractive prices. C E OROTTON.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ellio* a cycle of 28 days, one of II to 13
years.
156-2 138 Camden St.. Tel, 1214-M______ 149tf
I. C. Arnold resigned as principal of I,
returned Wednesday to Boston.
months, and a third of about 70
Nellie A. wife of Patrolman Lem
E FLAT alto Saxaphone for sale. TEL
the Rockport Grammar School and CrieAhardware 'co.. Sos'Main st
Mrs Edward Dornan went Wednes- years. Dr. Robertson's predictions
101-M.
135-tf
uel A. Grant, died at her home in went to Camden to teach.
____________________________ !48-tf
PAPER PRESS, for gale, for baling old
day to Mechanicsburg. Pa. for a were substantiated by the National
Bay View Square.
paper,
etc.
Capacity
150
lb.
bales.
Apply
.
,
.
..
___
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
month s visit with her parents. Mr. Geographic Soriety-U. S. Navy*
A parcel post system was about to gampies anu knitting directions free. at this OFFICE.
113-tf
C Vey Holman was appointed trial
H A BATLETT. Harmony, Maine
and Mrs. I. M. Fought.
Eclipse Expedition during its obserbe
established
at
the
Warren
Post
HAND parlor stoves from
justice.
156-11 $525to SECOND
$20; 1 new 20-ln Sunbeam one-pipe
Amos S. Mills has returned to Con- vations.
NOTICB—HI pay no bills after this furnace. $98; 1 adding machine. $35; 1
Mrs Gertrude A. Payson was elect- Offlce.
cash
register. $20. 1 power oil burner.
necticut after spending two weeks
•The first positive indication that
C A. Libby was elected noble grand da1^RESn"soc^lsbyDe“y
8‘Snet*
cd worthy matron of Golden Rod
Port Clyde Nu-way with 275 gal. tank. $35; 4 second
here with his family. He was accom- vast groupings of suns in the Milky Chapter: E. C. Payson worthy patron. , of Warren Lodge. I O.O.F.
155*lt hand Walnut circulating heaters; roll
Me
top desk, good condition. $18 Largest
panied as far as Boston by Mrs. Mills Way may be connected with one
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Kirk lin,
of used goods we ever had. V. F.
Herman Lissck was elected presi- i Guilford S. Newcombe died sud- land
Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall oiters 8TLDLEY.
ond son Douglass, who will remain another by gravity, forming indepen283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
dent of Knox Aerie of Eagles.
denly at his home on Main street, solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
145-tf
144-tf
there for a few days.
dent suborders within the galaxy.
The new power line between Rock- J Warren.
Miss Margery E Mills is guest of was announced by a Harvard Uniland and Augusta was completed but , George E. Nichols was elected chief
Miss Edith Roche in Winchester. j versity astronomer.
♦
EAST LIBERTY
there remained much to be done be- i patriarch of Megunticook EncampMass. On New Year's Eve Miss Mills
♦
Size of Universe Disputed
fere
the
33.000
voltage
was
hooked
!
a
t
Camden.
will be honored at a large dinner
Roger Norwood and Jean Ladd are
“Whether the universe expanded into the new transformers at Glen
dance. She and Miss Roche will
Mrs. Cora Faulkner was elected to, victims of mumps.
HOUSE at 28 Oreen St.. Thomaston
Cove
head Mayflower Temple in Thomas-1 Neighbors and friends of J. F. to let. 5 rooms and bath. Sunny, easily
leave Jan. 2 for New York city where contracted, or remained stationary
heated. Furnished or unfurnished as de
F
Ernest
Holman
resigned
as
audiin
size
during
the
year
depends
on
they will spend a week at the Plaza.
ton.
156-5
Hooper who is in ill health met and sired
Miss Mills will also visit friends in which school of thought an individual tor of th? Rockland & Rockport Lime
LOWER apartment to let. at Magune
Jessie Thompson was elected to chopped five cords of firewood for
house In Rockport. R B. MAGUNE. 186
Greenwich. Conn., and Philadelphia. chooses to follow. Professor Albert Co.
head Friendship Temple of the him Monday.
No Main St. City
153-155
The Methodist women netted $253
Mrs. Percy Demmons entertained Einstei« announced a new theory
Pythian Sisterhood.
LAROE room to let. (4 week. FOSS
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
Adams
who
were
from
their
annual
fair.
HOUSE. Tel. 330
at dinner Tuesday night for Mrs. which affirms that Planets Pul1 «ach
143-tf
Fire destroyed four kilns and a called here by the death of Edmund
Arthtur S. Littlefield was elected
COZY 4-room furnished fiat to let.
Walter Henry and Miss Elizabeth other out of their courscs b3r waves
large kiln-shed at Rockport, causing S. Adams returned Sunday to their heated All modern. Suitable for two.
McCoy. Other guests invited were which move at the
of h«ht thrice illustrious master of King Hi
■
—j
* - ,
.
Enquire THE COURIER-GAZETTE,
a loss of $15,000 for the Rockland & work
on the Edward Rochester estate
153*155
Mrs. John McCoy. Mrs A. P Heald Thls '^avitational wave theory' was ram's Council, R 3.M.
in Arlington Vt.
I GROUND FLOOR apartment for rent.
Emmet Healey returned from a Rockport Lime Co.
Miss Belle Cullen, Mrs. Howard sald to lend suPP°rt to Einsteins
I with bath and electric lights, ln fine
A house and barn on the Keag road,
three months' tour of Europe.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Marriner and location References required Call at
Smalley. Miss Lena Shorey and Miss tbeorV of relativity.
owned
by
William
M.
Kennedy
of
daughter
Ann
spent
Christmas
with
87 NORTH MA,N 8T" ,or p,rt,cub!ft
Oliver
Pettee
bought
the
Pinkham
Mary McPhail. Mrs Henry has reAdvances in physical equipment
Rockland,
were
destroyed
by
fire.
blacksmith
shop
on
Water
street
a
large
gathering
of
relatives
at
the
returned to Winchester. Mass., with for ^peering the stars included the
HOUSE to let. good location, ail Im
V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main
Mrs. D A. Post of Owls Head
Mrs. Ada Greene was elected presi home of Ed. Marriner in Searsmont. provements
Mr Henry; Miss McCoy leaves Sat- [completion of the steel mounting and
St.. Tel. 1154 or 77 Park St. Tel. 330
picked
buttercups.
dent
of
Lafayette
Carver
Circle
in
urday for Chicago, accompanied by ,be PcBir.ning of the grinding of the
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Grant enter _________ _______________________ 150-tf
Fremont Cotton was elected N. C. Vinal Haven.
kitchenette apartment to
her mother as far as Winchester face of tbe mirror f°r
200-inch
tained Christmas Day their son Wal let.FURNISHED
$3 50 week
V. F STUDLEY. 283
where she will spend the winter with reflec*-hig telescope to be placed or. cf Ivanhoe Commandery. UO.G.C.
George M. Griffith, a Civil War ter of Harding, Mass. Miss Dorothy Mala St.. Tel 1154 or 77 Park St. Tel.
330
150-tf
Mount Palomar. A camera with the
Mrs. Louise Cables was elected veteran, died ln Vinal Haven. He Nix of Bangor, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
the Henrys.
FURNISHED apartment to let. MRS.
president
of
.
Edwin
Libby
Relief
Housekeepers for the Baptist Circle pP**6 of f :O 59' belleved t0
the
was a teamster for Bodwell Oranite Hartford of Camden and Mr. and LEOLA ROSE. 100 Union St.
142-tf
Mrs. Philip Allie and two children of
UPSTAIRS APT., to let, four newly
supper Wednesday were Mrs. Burk- fastest in the world, was used with Corps.
Co.
• • « »
decorated rooms, bath, heater. 12 KNOX
hardt, Misses Hester Foster. Estelle Mount Wllsob's NO-Inch telescope
Charles McKellar of East Warren Frankfort.
ST . Tel. 156-W
138-tf
These births were recorded:
Moore and Harriet Tillson. Sup-,t0 Photograph spectra of nebulae
FIVE-ROOM
furnished
house
at
sold hts farm to Rockland parties.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Condon of
Rcckland.
Dec.
5.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Spruce Head, to let. verv reasonable; fire
per was followed by a social hour.
33.003 times fainter than any star
Islesboro
and
Miss
Marion
Adams
of
Mrs.
Estelle
Duffy
was
elected
at
wood
for
the
cutting.
TEL.
793-W
aftei
Joseph Cohen, a daughter.
Capt. James E. Creighton is ex- vi£ible ,0 the
alone'
4 p. m__________________________ 136-U
Rockport, Doc. 7. to Mr. and Mrs. [ the head of the Pythian Sisters in Augusta were recent guests of their
pected to arrive from Boston tonight.
"A traveling telescope, built so that
FIVE-ROOM rent to let on Trinity St.
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
Q
Adams.
An excellent home. MENS SHOP, corner
Mrs. John Hewett and Mrs. R. O Corne11 University scientists can foi- Charles Patterson, a daughter—Mar- Camden.
•
•
•
•
Main 8c Park Sts.
144-tf
1 George Alexander was elected masElliot entertained the Cooking Club low clpar night skies, was a novelty guerite Shirley.
UNFURNISHED 4-room heated apart
Edmund
S.
Adams
Burkettville, Nov 26 to Mr. and 1 ter of North Haven Grange.
ment to let at 15 Summer St. MRS.
at dinner Wednesday evening at Mrs *n the field- The fifth planetarium
144-tf
Edmund S. Adams died peacefully FROST. Tel. 318-W
Avery Starrett was elected master
Hewett’s home
110 bc erected and the first for which Mrs. Adial Linscott, a daughter.
Washington, Dec. 9. to Mr. and of White Oak Grange. North War Sunday from the effects of a stroke of
j
the
projection
instruments
were
con

At St. John's Church, Jan.
*•* ••• ••* *•* *•* *•• ••• ••• -•« I ♦ ♦ ♦ «
Mrs. Benjamin K Ware, a son.
paralysis which he suffered the pre
ren.
Feast of the circumcision. 9 a. m. structed in the United States was
Readfield. Dee. 3. to Mr. and Mrs.
Holy Eucharist in Rectory Chapel. | dedicated in November at the MusMrs Emma Smith was elected presi vious Sunday.
Mr. Adams was born in Searsmont,
Sunday. Jan. 2. 9:30 a. m. Holy eum of Natural History. Springfield J. Sabin Clark, a son.
dent of the Thomaston Relief Corps.
*•• ••• *•* *•• ••• •••
Warren. Dec 7, to Mr. and Mrs
j Massachusetts.
The planetarium
Mrs. J Emerson Watts was elected May 1, 1853. He was twice married,
Eucharist in Church.
L. C. Packard, a son.
his
first
wife
being
Miss
Mary
Leigher
Miss Ida Otis of Worce*t?r Mass. tustrument cost only $12,000
worthy matron of Grace Chapter,
CLEMENTS CHICKS
Rockland. Dec. 7. to Mr and Mrs.
of Union, who died in 1889. In 1892 he
formerly 3f Rockland, died W--dnes-(-----------------------------------------------OES.. in Thomaston.
clay morn ng alter a very short u-. J play groves. He said it was decidedly Edward B. Thompson, a son.
Matilda Vose was elected president was married to Mrs. Helen Knowles
Warren. Dec 4. to Mr. and Mrs.
ness of pneumonia. Sh-* had recently 1 the most complete exhibit of tangeios
of Fales Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R, and for several years they had em
Chester Castner, a son.
ployment in the Boys’ School at
come from Worcester to spend the ;he bas se«nin Thomaston.
Camden, Dec. 11. to Mr. and Mrs.
winter here with Miss Elizabeth
Although Dr. Swingle s work has
Daniel Gross was elected worthy Marshalton, Del. After her death in
Keating.
Funeral Mass
Friday carried him all over the world he Grover Bridges, a son.
master of Pleasant River Grange !n 1915, Mr. Adams worked in an In
Everett Mass., Dec. 15, to Mr. and
stitution at Howard, R. I. and on
morning at 9 o'clock from St. James! 'lad little contact directly with south
Vinal Haven.
Church, and burial in St. James cem-| Farida until this visit, and he was Mrs. Fred Morong. formerly of Vinal
Mrs. C. A. Jones was elected presi Goodell Estate in Camden.
At the age of 16 he joined the Bap
etery.
I enthusiastic over the flora of the I Haven, a daughter.
dent of William Payson Relief Corps
Deer Isle. Nov. 17. to Mr. and Mrs.
____________
! section.
tist Church in South Montville and
in Warren.
CLEMENTS REDS—BWD Clean
! Dr. Swingle said that Dr. Fair- [ Allen Robbins, a son.
Maine Accredited. Heavy layers.
COLONIZING FLORIDA
Mrs. Lena Salisbury was elected was a regular attendant when cir
Producing
70% right now Baby
Rockiand.
Dec.
18.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs
cumstances
permitted.
He
was
a
1 child and Colonel Montgomery had
president of Joel Keyes Grant Circle
Pullets. Crosses 4-farm savings
member
of
Quantabacook
Masonic
Chicks
only
$11-1000 Other prices,
But This Time It Is With Fruit And brought into Florida a greater va- Raymond K Oreene, a daughter.
in Camden.
discounts write CLEMENTS FARMS.
Vinal Haven, Dec. 2. to Mr. and
Flowers—Experts Are At Work
- riety of tropical plants than to be
Winterport. Maine.
155T8cS52
W. F. Lyford was elected eminent Lodge of Searsmont; also of South
| found in any simiiar area on thc Mrs. David C. Geary, a son.
commander of De Valcis Commandery Montville Grange where he served as
Vinal Haven. Nov. 27. to Mr. and
Dr. Walter T. Swingle, hybridizer globe, and he said that Colonel Mont
master for several years.
in Vinal Haven.
ol citrus fruits, who is connected gomery's collection of palms is the Mrs. John Wright, a daughter.
By his first marriage he had two i
John S. McDonald was elected mas
Warren. Dec. 24. to Mr. and Mrs.
I with the department of agriculture, finest in the world.
sons who survive him, William of
ter of Warren Gran:
Herbert L. Starrett, a son.
Saturday visited Flamingo Groves.
Mrs. Florence Starrett was elected ^nsburg. N. Y„ and Carl L. in
Everett. Mass.. Dec. 25, to Mr. and
: near Hollywood. Fla., to inspect
worthy matron of Ivy Chapter. O.E.S. whose home he spent his declining
Mrs. Fred Benson, a son.
years with hls granddaughter Mary
tangelo development, a field in which
lii Warreu.
Vinal Haven. Dec. 17. to Mr. and
lie showed the way many years ago.
The plant of the Camden Coupling A. Hooper and her husband, Fred W.
Mrs. William Bray, a son.
Dr. Swingle was accompanied by
Co . off Union street. Rockport, was Hooper. An 83-year-oId sister, Mrs.
Passiac. N J. Dec. 27, to Mr. and destroyed by fire. Loss, several thou Emma Leigher of Searsmont and
Dr. David Fairchild of Coconut Grove,
Mrs. Cyrenus W. Crockett, a son.
an 81-year-old brother, Charles S.
who has many tropical plants colsands of dollars.
Cushing. Dec. 24. to Mr. and Mrs.
Adams of this place also survive,
, lected from throughout the world J
growing there, and Dr. H. F. Loomis.!
Ralph Vannah, a son.
j Mr. Adams was of a quiet, retiring
Rockland, Dec. 9. to Mr. and Mrs.
disposition, a good friend and neigh- |
! of the department of agriculture.
WE BUY
Abraham Aylward. a daughter.
bor and an honest upright citizen.
While being shown about the
Union. Dec. 25. to Mr. and Mrs.
Funeral services were from his church '
groves by C. P Hammersteln. an exAND SILVER
Tuesday. Rev. Ruth Turner officiat
Earl Robbins, a daughter.
! ecutiv
of the corporation, Dr.
CLARENCE E. DANIELS ed assisted by Rev. Harold Nutter.
• » • »
Swindle w-as enthusiastic over the
JEWELER
The marriages for this period were:
various types of tangeios which are
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND Burial was in Pine Grove cemetery j
Washington,
Dec.
25,
Harry
Edgein South Montville.
growing ill the experimental and dls-

MISCELLANEOUS

All
28-cunce OP
Flavors
bottles cOicontents only
Sunnyfield ma

YUKON BEVERAGES

3

FAMILY FLOUR 24'; LB BAG /“C
SLICED BACON su,.,k,.ok i» 29c
DOUGHNUTS Parker 2 e 29c
B&M BEANS ALL KINDS 2 CANS 29c
BROWN BREAD...m2 can, 29c
FEA BEANS
MICHIGAN
4c
RINSO

LUX
LIFEBUOY SOAP

LARGE PACKAGE

3

LUX TOILET SOAP

CAKES

N.B.C,
aa.|i

A^IlK

Filigree
BULK^w
Sandwich Cookies LB ■ / C

Soda Cracker.

Whitehouse
Evaporated

Mustard

j

CTN*
TALL
CANS

prepared

Chipso

r Granule.

Ivory Soap sTzV

19c Octagon Soap
JAr 19c B&M Clams

Oxydol

* xx.*
Spaghetti
a

LGE PKG

22c

17c

CAKES

3tik 65c

jar 9c Palmolive Soap

3 cakes 20c

17c

LGE PKG

4

Peanut Butter iSlbTjar

Ann Page Honey

PKGS

17{ P&C Soap

X/C Crisco

21c
19c
19c

3

LEMON PIE FILLING ?£?kd2
,*■
N• n•*. V..

20c

LARGE PACKAGE

19c

4 cakes 25c
cake 5c
2 cans 25c

B&M— With
Meat sauce

CAN

1
10c

22c

LARGE
WHITE

20 OZ
LOAF

TO LET

! EGGS AND CHICKS !

WINESAP APPLES Washington 5 LBS 25c
GRAPEFRUIT FLORID 4 OR 25c 5S25«
CRANBERRIES

2

ORANCES
FLORIDA-EXTRA LARGE
TANGERINES
lGt 19«
DOZ
MUSHROOMS

PENN. FRESH

LBS

27c
29c

A

med n e

DOZ

LB

JC

35c

CUBE - PORTERHOUSE - SiRLOiN
RUMP - TOP or BOTTOM ROUND

STEAKS

CHOKE LB

CORNED BEEF™r* 25 c

35e

BRISKET I B

TURKEYS
PILGRIM BRAND
FACE RUMP ROAST
CHUCK ROAST
BONELESS
RIB ROAST
CHUCK ROAST
BONE IN

29 =

31
LB 29c
12 25c
LB 29c
LB 21c

Our Advertising
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Show Windows
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Play Hours Add Pep to Dancers’ Stage Work

The mite box opening will be held
at 7 o'clock Thursday in the Mont
gomery rooms, with the women and
teen age girls of the church and
parish invited to be pre sent. A mis
sionary playlet, “The Lord's Offering"
will be presented under direction of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Greene
fA-------- Mrs Howard A. Welch, Mrs. Jennie
have returned from Portland, where
1 Kenniston and Mr.s. Bessie Hills. In
they spent the weekend with Mr and
the cast are Mrs. Reta Coburn, Mrs.
Mrs.
Warren
Hamilton
(Beth
Ruby Murphy, Mr.s. Percy Kenniston,
Greene).
Mrs. Nelson Moore. Mrs. Leroy Nor
wood, Mr.s. Edmund Oxton. Mrs.
Tlie card game at Grand Army hah
Laura Seavey, Miss Constance Jen
Monday afternoon, was sponsored by '
kins and Miss Phyllis Perry. Miss
Ruth Mayhew Tent, with Mrs. Lizzie !
*Virginia Wyllie will play a piano
French as hostess.
Prizes weiB
solo and a social hour with the serv
awarded Mrs. John Thompson. Mrs.
ing of light refreshments will be en
Delilah Cunningham, Mrs. Willis An
joyed.
derson, Mrs. Lillian Twiggs, and Mrs.
OF—
Annie O'Brien. The next party will
Mrs. Wilder Moore. Mrs. Albert Ord
be held Monday afternoon, with Mrs.
way and Mrs William Barrett have
Lina Carroll in charge, play to start
been asked to assist the committee of
promptly at 2 o'clock.
flve from the Woman's Club, in the
presentation of "The January Thaw."
Mr. and Mrs. Chester T. Marshall
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Cross were
Jan. 8 at Town hall.
4 Port Clyde and Vernon Hupper of
recent
visitors
in
Boston.
Carl Oxton and Gunard Matson
Martinsville left yesterday to spend
spent the weekend in Rockport, Mass .
fre rest of the winter in St. Augusj Mr. and Mrs. Clarence H. Shaw of
with Harry Green.
4ne, Fla.
j Bridgeport, and Mr. and Mrs. James
The post office will be open from
1TX’
7.15 to 11 a. m. Saturday. New Year's
Kenneth Spear is visiting in Chi- A. Lewis and son James of Marion, |
Mass . who came to attend tlie funeral
Day. Mails will be despatched at the
HO.
of Mrs. Louise Smith, have returned 1
usual hours, and the lobby will be
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest A. Young and home.
open until 6 p. m. There will be no
01 Stafford spent Christmas in
rural delivery service.
BEHIND THE SCENES WITH TWO FAMOUS DANCE ORGANIZATIONS—(Top, left) An outdoor playground
Providence.
Miss Ruth Cluff spent the weekend ’
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Haskell of Deer
on the roof of New York’* Radio City Muale Hall provides all the employees with healthful exercises. (Right)
Three of the Rockcttes are shown in the library amusing themselves with a game. This recreation room is a
with her parents, 'Mr. and Mrs. "Wil
Isle, with Mr and Mr.s. Hiram Libby
The Monday Niters met this week liam Cluff in Auburn.
pleasant spot for off-hours. (Lower left) Swing is one of the girls' latest fads, but it's the playground, not the
of Thomaston, were recent guests of
jazz variety. Two members of the Corps de Ballet are shown with a swing, which is an overstaffed mohair
With Mrs. Forest Hatch, Pleasant
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Libby.
velvet easy chair as comfortable as an auto cushion. (Lower right) Boxing with a dummy gives these Rockettes
/reet. The feature of the evening
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Stone and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Yattaw were
muscle control and no danger of a black eye resulting.
was the Christmas tree at 9 o'clock, daughter Janet spent the weekend in
pleasantly surprised recently when,
NEW YORK—On the theory that stairs, a recreation room and library dummy provided tho Rockettes great
tfre members decided to accept be Cornish.
on their 35th wedding anniversary
"all work and no play makes Jill a equipped with soft lounges and all sport recently, although it meant
wildered Magnolia for their mascot.
48 gueste assembled at their home to Abbie Newbert, Mrs. Annie Russell.
dull dancer,” the playtime hours of manner of games permits pleasant hard physical exercise. Again, a
Brizes were awarded to Mrs. Cecil
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Rogers of
help celebrate the occasion. Among Mrs. Edna Mcore, Mrs. Anna Star
mohair "arm-chair swing" was
the famous Corps de Ballet and the relaxation between shows.
Murphy. Mrs. Robert Demuth, Mrs Bath spent the holiday and weekend
Although one might question the brought in to become the immediate
those who spent the day with them rett. Mrs. Floru McKellar. Mrs.
other troupe, the Rockettes, preci
Lawrence Mills, Mrs. Van Russell, with Mrs. Minnie Rogers.
sion dancers of the Radio City Music need of exercise for girls whose center of attention of members of the
were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Putansu and Ge rtrude Starrett. Miss Rosa Spear
■rs. Agnes Hooper and Mrs. John
Hall, are considered almost as im careers consist largely of stren^ Corps de Ballet who had just come
daughter Dolly. Mr. and Mrs. Leon
July 28—Mrs. Laura Starrett. Mrs
portant to the girls’ performance as uous performances of precision and offtbestase from a whirlwind dance.
|(Illls. The next meeting will be at
Dec. 29—Up at 4 45; 22 above, blus
ard Maker. Mr and Mrs. Maynard Alzada Simmons. Mrs. Evelyn Robin
Mrs. Frank Horeyseck and son Paul
"Play
hard
and
work
better,"
say
ballet
work,
the
dance
directors
of
the hours they spend in rehearsal.
tlie home of Mrs. Van Russell.
tery. about one inch of snow on the
Pierce.
Lewis
Yattaw.
Albert
Putansu
are guests of Mrs. Horeyseck's par
son,
Mrs.
Alice
Mathews,
Mrs
Carrie
j
A rooftop playground offers the the two groups point out that it is the danco directors—and it seems to
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Voter in
and Misses Barbara Putansu and Lil Wyllie. Miss Frances Spear, Miss Mary ground.
dancers and all the other employees the change that counts—both In the be a good rule for the average girl
• • • •
Huntley-Hill Post will hold a New
lian Putansu. Popcorn, cake and Wyllie. Mr.s. Uda Russell.
Phillips.
handball,
deck-tennis,
shuffleboard
muscles
used
aud
ln
the
mental
who
wants
to
be
healthy
and
beauti

Donilu Winthrop Fogg, con atwd
Year's party with the Auxiliary Fripoint
ot
view.
For
example,
a
boxing
ful,
as
well
as
for
the
dancers.
punch
were
served
during
the
eve

and
similar
outdoor
sports.
Down

Aug. 11- Mrs Carrie Smith. Mrs the "E. R." at 6.01 a m. and fol
Jfy night at 7.30.
ning. Mr. and Mrs Yattaw received Corinne Perkins. Mrs. Edna White.
Joseph Emery. Jr. was home from
lowed the "routine- until 7 45 a. m.
several gifts including a silverware Mrs Jessie Walker. Mrs. Christine
Miss Grace Brown of Bangor is the Boston to spend the weekend with
In that time he consumed a cup of
tenantsharbor
appleton
ridge
set from their daughter. Peggie.
Barker, Mrs. Marjorie Spear. Mrs Mike-made coffee and two sinkers at
uest of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Pis. his parents.
There will be no meeting Jan. 6 of Adelaide Norwood. Mrs. Annie Rus
Lawrence Whitney a student at
Willis Wilson has returned from
*tte. New County road.
Pip no Recital In Camden Northeastern University, is spending the Womans Club. "The January sell, Miss M. Grace Walker, Miss Edna Ihe Paramount and another cup of
Mr. and Mrs. John Kelley, had as Criehaven for the winter.
coffee at Newbert's. Don liked the
F Boggs. Mrs. Ruth Philbrook.
Mr. and Mrs. James iDolierty have dinner guests on the holiday, 'Mr.
Also Marked By Inter two weeks' vacation with hls father, Thaw," Jan. 8, will take its place.
Ralph Wilson, employed in Whit
morning jaunt, and confessing that
Schools will reopen Jan. 3 for the
and |Mrs. Walter Robbins and Mr. insville. Mass., is home for the holi
Bert Whltney.
Aug. 25—Men's supper. George W. he hated to answer the call of the
returned from a visit in Boston.
change of Gifts
and Mrs. Rudolph Jamieson. The days.
Mrs. Ida Fitzgerald of New York Ls winter term of seven weeks.
Walker, chairman.
alarm clock, thought it was O. K.
Clyde Grant of Cape Elizabeth turkey was aent by Mr. Kelley's
"The Past, The Present. The Fu
A. K. Meservey Jr. who has had
Sept. 8—Mrs Elizabeth Munsey, after he got started.
Mrs. Edna Gregory Rollins of visiting her sister Mrs. Hattie Wil
Coast Guard Station was a visitor in brother William from Prince Edward employment in Whitinsville, Mass
ture, Which?" will be the sermon Mrs. Grace Campbell. Mrs. Iva Mc
liams.
• • • •
33 A Elm street, Camden, enterthis city Tuesday.
Island.
Mrs. Addie Robbins is at M M topic at the morning worship Sunday Kellar. Mrs. Julia Watts, Mrs. James J Those traveling along Main street
has returned to this town
m
j .
.tained her piano pupils Monday aft- Brown's for the holidays.
in the Congregational Church. For MacDougall. Mrs. Olive Peabody, Mrs
■
Maunce Thompson and Ivan Sim
JMrs. Roland Seavey has gone to
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Coughlin , mons are cutting wood for E. H. ernoon' A program was Panted. Mrs. A. H. Moody. Mrs. L N. the evening service both churches Rosina Buber, Miss Mary Wyllie. Miss J ln the morning hours, while It is still
dark, would appreciate it if the "town
&ston for medical treatment.
spent the holiday in Bangor, with : Barter.
I gifts were exchanged among the pu- Moody and children Lucy and War- will unite at the Baptist Church, with Rosa Spear.
clock" faces were illuminated.
Mrs. Coughlin's parents, Mr. and Mrs j
• • • •
Capt. John G. Wall spent his 87th 1 pils and refreshments served. Mrs. ten were Augusta visitors Wednes- Rev. H I. Holt of the Congregational
Oct. 13—Mrs Alzada Simmons. Mrs ’
George McConchie and daughter. Benjamin Adams.
Church, the preacher, his subject,
' day.
Christmas
on
"the
old
homestead
’
Rollins
remembered
each
pupil
with
a
Almon
Young
stated yesterday that
Edna Moore, Mrs Ruth Philbrook.
Mrs. William Birmingham, who were
Cecelia Whltney and (Lawrenct "Common Sense and Prayer" by way Mr.s. Ruby Kalloch, Mrs. Flora Me- i Rockland's colored, over the street
in
Waliston.
>
|
gift
aalled here by the death of Mr. McMr. and Mrs Alfred J. Dailey j
Whitney called Sunday on Mr and of prelude to the week of prayer
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Watts Mont
lamps, illuminated since tlie night
Kellar. Mrs Gertrude Hahn.
Jonchie's sister, Mrs. Charles Lewis (Margaret Harrington) of Brookline.
The following mothers were special Mrs Ev{,rett
which follows.
returned to their homes in Monson, Mass, are spending the holidays with celebrated their 42nd wedding anni guests, transporting the children to
Nov. 10—Mr.s. Carrie Smith, Mrs. before Thanksgiving, would be taken
Rev. Howard A. Welch of the Bap
1 Ida Williams was overnight guest
Mass., Wednesday.
Mrs. Eugene Harrington and Miss versary Friday night with a family the party: Mrs. Bert Gregory of Sunday of Ruth Mitchell in Bur tist Church will have as sermon topic Nancy Clark, Mrs. E. Belle Walker, down, work to be started at 12.01
dinner party at the Hotel Bond,. Glen Cove. Mrs. Harold Glidden, Mrs
a. m.. Sunday.
Louise Harrington, at their home on
Sunday morning “Learning a Great Mrs. Flora Peabody. Mrs. Katie Star
• fr • •
Members of their family present were Seymour Camcron, Mrs. Carl wu. kettville.
Donald Farrand has resumed his i Pleasant street.
rett,
Mrs.
Gertrude
Starrett,
Mrs
Mr and Mrs. Jenness Kellar and Lesson." Church school will meet at
Mr. and Mrs. Roderick A. Mont and 1 lamson of Rockland: Mrs. H. F.
^duties after a week's illness of grippe.
Add to list of those over 100 "Beldaughter Dorothy of Lincolnville noon, and the Christian Endeavor Pearl Ordway. Mrs. Annie Russell.
T HE. Club met Monday night with their four daughters, Miss Audrey Dana of Thomaston and Mrs. Henry
Dec. 8—Mrs, Eleanor Barrett, Mrs. last relatives have received news of
Beach
were
recent
callers
on
Mr.
and
at
6.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott F. Kittredge | Mrs MidIred ...
Richards
on .bridge honBarbara Mont. Miss Keller of West Rockport. Miss Avis
thc death of Mrs Arethusa T. Crane,
-------- —
---- | MontMr. and Mrs. Oliver B. Libby were Alice Watte. Mr.s. Corinne Perkins.
'Mrs. W. M. Newbert.
and son Midshipman George W. Kit ors going to Mrs. Gertrude Boody and Rhoda Mont and Miss Dorothy Mont
101, which occurred recently at the
Taylor of Glen Cove was also a spe
Mrs.
Nettie
Jameson.
Mrs.
Olive
Holt.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Hart
and
famholiday
gueste
of
Mrs.
Ada
Spear
and
tredge of Annapolis Md. , are the Mrs. Grace Veazie. The hostess of Plainville, and Mr. and Mrs. John
home of her son. Burton Crane, in
cial guest. The program:
1 ily spent Christmas Day with Mr. brother. Jerry Libby. Cards were en Mr.s. Willis Vinal.
gueste of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A served late luncheon.
O. Mont of Burnham street. Mr. and Duet—Merry House Party.
Oakland. Calif. Ainother son, Wal
Hartlian
,
joyed
in
the
evening.
Margaret and Beverly Havener
and Ml.. Steven Mll.er in BurkettEmery until after New Year’s.
Mrs. Mont were married Dec. 24. 1895.
ter Crane of Oakland, survives her.
"
Richter vjUe
Solo—Patter of‘ the
Rain
William M. Fore of the „U.S.S.
Mrs. Herbert Hall is spending a at Tenant's Harbor.—From the Hart
John Dana of Thomaston
,
__
....
Mrs. Crane was born at Northport,
Solo
—
Holiday.
Ketterer
Holiday
guests
at
Ella
McLaughlin's
’
Mugford
returned
Sunday
to
Boston
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Mills came few days in Portland.
ford Courant.
FRIDAY NIGHT IS
and her early life was passed In that
Solo—ClownAD«ice,llll4mSOn
Bllbeo were; Mr- and Mrs Peter Brown and after passing the holiday with Mis,
from Boston to spend the weekend
town."
“
BANK
NITE
”
Nancy
Oregory
of
Olen
Cove
two
sons
of
Portland;
Mrs.
Della
Peggie
Yattaw
and
parente
Miss Ruth Rhodes of Newtonville,
With his mother, Mrs. Adi Mills,
Christmas Cove, Maine was given Solo—Climbing.
• • ■ •
MacLachlan
'Martin of Appleton; at Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Martin, who has been ill. ts
Grace Bowley
limerock street.
Mass., who was a holiday weekend its name by Captain John Smith be
The
Early
Riser
knows that Tbe
Solo—Riding on the Perris Wheel.
A. H. Moody's. Mr. and Mrs. George able to be out.
visitor in this city, was guest of honor cause he spent Christmas Day of
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Phillips
j Courier-Gazette classified advertise
Buck
of
Warren,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Irene
Anderson
The
Help
One
Another
Circle
oi
Mrs. E. R. Moody of Warren is the at a dancing party given by the 1614 at anchor in it snug harbor.
Wlll-o'-the-Wlsp,
ments are effective. Prospective pur
Ketterer MocdJ. and (wo sons of Appleton; at King's Daughters will meet Mondayguest of Mr and Mrs. A J. Moody, younger set Friday night at Com
Evelyn Clark
chasers of items advertised, have
Song).
Happy
ChUdren
(Christmas
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
M.
Newbert's.
Serg.
night
with
Mrs.
Ella
Caler.
Old County road.
munity building in the tower room.
Johnson
come from miles and miles away.
Joel Pennington. Mr. and Mrs. Harrie
Mr. and Mrs. George Martin and
Marlon Blake
Babies Night.
_
Greenwoid Stanley and daughter Chrystal of. family and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Junior
Harmony
Club
will
meet
in
camaen
Hatetoquitit Club met tor cauls
Jean Smith
Groton Bangor, at Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Pit- ' Waltz spent Christmas Day with Mr.
Banjo Picker.
GLENMERE
Tuesday night with Mrs. Millie the tower room at Community Build
Diane Cameron
Ourtitt nian's. Azuba and Elmer Sprague; at and Mr.s. Clarence Benner in Wai
I Valse Noble,
Thomas. High score went to Mrs. ing Thursday night at 6 o'clock. All
Grace
Blethen
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Davis are
L. N. Moody's. Ruth Moody of Union, doboro.
Grace Rollins, and low to Mrs. Ber those holding office, are asked to be
Parade
of theTaylor
Wooden
Marion
of Soldiers,
Glen coveJeSSe' at Mr. and Mrs. Earl Sprawl's, Mr.
spending the holiday season with
Alfred Wyllie, who has been ill, is
nice Freeman. Buffet lunch was present, as they WTO be in charge
Around the Christmas Tree
Crosby anti Mrf Abner Grant, Mrf. Belle
their daughter Mrs. Chauncey Keene
able to bc about the house.
Doris Hall of Rockville
served. Miss Daphne Winslow was a until the election of officers. New
in Rockland.
Duet
—
Christmas
Eve.
Hiller Grant and Mrs. Lizzie McCorrison.
and
former
members
will
be
welcome
'
Nora,
widow
of
William
Russell,
pedal guest.
James Dana of Thomaston, Mrs Rollins
Mrs. Ada Proctor and son Ira werc who had been ill in Rockland several
Miss Myrtle Black was guest Sun
' Yuletide (Christmas Story)
Williams
Beverly Glendenning
in Rackland Friday and were over- months, died Tuesday in that city.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clifford
Ladd
and
I FaiMBMUl h(t»ra with
day
of her sister Mrs Edward Kelley
Those wishing to avail themselves
I Duet—Silent Night.
Gruber
, ,
.
,,
John Wayse-Marsha Hunt
Arlene Keller and Mrs Gladys Keller night guests of another son Howard
in Bath.
The children's New Year.s party ‘
bf the lew membership rates on the Mrs Pauline Scarlott Tuttle returned
of West Rockport
John Math Jrown • John
planned for Friday afternoon by thc j
Community Building alleys, gym to New York city Sunday, after
8anta Claus March,
Nurnberg Proctor.
Richard Harris of Rockland ls visLeona
Wellman
Patterson • Monte Blue
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
Sprawl
and
son
spending
the
weekend
with
relatives
Mystic
Rebekah
Lodge,
has
been
post

privileges and other advantages may
I iting his aunt, Miss Edith Harris
Echoes of the Ball.
GlUet
were visitors Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. poned.
Lucien IrttlefieW-Nirk Lukats
Raymond Chisholm
join the Community Building Associ in this city. They were accompan
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Hathorn of
Cinderella.
Lemont Arthur Sprawl's.
Members not solicited for the an
ation through Director of Activities ied by Frederick Hall, who returns to
Mary Richards of Thomaston
'Thomaston were recent callers on
TODAY
Mrs. Ada Proctor and son Ira were nual Congregational supper Saturday,
Dream River,
Kern
Flanagan at The Building, or any New Haven, Conn, after a visit with
, Miss Rosa Teeie.
Virginia Glidden
IIUGII HERBERT
lember of the executive board. A his mother, Mrs. Nellie Hall.
Rhythmic Orchestra—Coming of Santa at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan are requested to furnish sweets.
I Mr and Mrs. Rodney Simmons
Claus,
Eyer
Mink for the Yuletide.
in
regular membership campaign is in
The Dorcas Circle of King's daugh
Home Studio Pupils of Mrs. Rollins
passed the holiday with their son W.
Lady
Knox
Chapter,
D.A.R.
will
A
Christmas
party
for
the
children
“
Sil!
THE
OCTOPUS"
process of organization.
ters will meet Monday with Mrs.
A. Simmons in Martinsville.
meet Monday afternoon at 230, at
will be held Wednesday afternoon at i Ella Cunningham.
Sidney Andrews who has employ
the
home
of
Mrs.
Nellie
Peterson,
558
Wore
Prince
Alberts
the
Baptist
Church.
The original humorist and showj Miss Minnie Watts, who visited her
In the "nifty nineties,” most
ment la Boston visited Sunday at
Harrie Stanley and daughter of aunt, Mrs. Alice Greenlaw and her
Tjan. Artemus Ward learned the Main street. The program will in
United States senators wore Prince Bangor sang two selections Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Hooper's.
Winter's trade and how to write in clude a book review by Miss Anna
grandmother. Mrs. Minnie Watte in
Alberts. The frock coat was a sym
morning
at
the
Baptist
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus McKay of
he office of the Oxford Observer, a Coughlin. Assisting hostesses are
Rockland for the holiday has re
bol of statesmanship and a beard
TEL 409
Mrs. Lillian Chaples and John turned home.
Port Clyde, N S. are gueste of thelr
was the mark of a man of maturity
weekly newspaper in Norway, Maine. Mrs. Mary Perry Rich, Mrs. Adelaide
Chaples were callers Sunday at A
daughter Mrs. Winslow Greenwood.
and substance.
Hannibal Hamlin, afterward viCe I Butman, Mrs. Winifred Karl, Mrs
♦ » • •
G Pitman's.
president of the United States was Etta Stoddard and Mrs Ruth Barn
Congregational Hostesses
A dance will be held at Riverside
ance a printer's devil in the same of ard
Committees have been named by
hall
Saturday
night
with
music
by
fice.
Qenu.ine &n<frave<)
You can get your hot oven baked
Dean's Orchestra of Camden. A $2 the Congregational Ladies' Circle to
beans
and
brown
bread
Friday
at
award will made and refreshments serve the monthly suppers for the
A far cry from war torn foreign
Perry's
Market.
—
adv.
will
be served by the Appleton Com coming year. They are;
countries is the peaceful sound of the
Jan. 13—Mrs. Evelyn Robinson,
JU The Lowest Prices ta Hlaloryl
munity Club.
names of Kennebec County villages
A handwritten copy of the Bible,
Mrs.
Laura Starrett, Mrs. Flora Pea
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Merrill
Drinkwater
Visiting Cards
in the State of Maine. Scattered
weighing 884 pounds made by 1607
body,
Mrs. Carrie Wyllie.
were callers Monday evening at L.
100 paneled cards, choice of 4
among the hills and valleys are;
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
participants has been completed by
Feb. 10—Mrs. Anna Starrett. Mrs.
sizes and 30 styles oi engraving.
N.
Moody's.
Harmony, Freedom, Liberty, Unity,
SILVER OR GOLD
PLATE INCLUDED, only — S1.B5
the Bible Society of Maine.
Alice Mathews, Miss Edna F. Boggs
and Hope.
a • • •
Mrs. Iva McKellar.
Wedding Announcements
BURKETTVILLE
Prince Louis Philippe, later King
March 10—Mrs. Nettie Jameson.
or Invitations
with
of France received a damp welcome
Mrs. Abbie Newbert. Mrs. E. Belle
On white or Ivory stock—wed
Mrs.
Leila
Turner
entertained
Sun

that were made to retail at $5.00
when he visited Hallowell, Maine.
ding or plale finish. Inside and
MIRIAM
HOPKINS
Walker.
Mrs.
Olive
Holt,
Miss
M.
.
day at a Christmas dinner and tree.
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
He fell into a brook during his trip
RAY MILLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Light of Cam Grace Walker.
Wc arc rcady to make
CLUDED
______________
$8.95
to Maine.
April 14—Mrs. Ilda Russell. Mrs. j
Wise girl! She knew how to fight—-but
den
passed
Sunday
at
Arthu
r
BOXWOOD WREATHS
• • • •
had to learn to love! See her in the arms of
Social Stationery
Elizabeth Munsey, Mr.s. Julia Watts.
Leigher’s.
for the cemetery
The first quit-claim deed ever ex
Hollywood's new romantic threat to your
Special styles lor men and women.
Mrs.
Grace
Campbell.
Mrs
Katie
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Esancy visited
heart!
A choice of lovely colors, mono
ecuted in the United States was the
$2.00 to $5.00 each
------------------------------------------------------- •
Saturday at the home of Stanley Starrett.
grams and styles of engraving,
If you want something more conveyance of land in Lincoln
PLATE INCLUDED___________
May 12—Mrs. Willis Vinal, Mrs.
NOW PLAYING
Jones.
“durable" ask for our new, ready County, from the famous tribal chief,
$2.2$, $3.8$ and up.
“ALCATRAZ ISLAND"
Edna
White.
Mrs.
Jessie
Walker.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willard
Ireland
spent
made—
Samoset. A copy of the deed is now
with JOHN LITEL, ANN SHERIDAN
Adelaide Norwood. Mrs. Pearl Ord
Business Stationery
the holiday in Newport.
“PINEWAY” WREATHS in the vaults of the court at Wis
SOO business cards or Hammermill
way,
Mrs.
James
MacDougall.
Miss
Delphy
Light
returned
Friday
casset, Maine.
$2.00, $2.25, $3.00 each
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
June 9—Mrs. Alice Watts, Mrs.
Shows: Matinee 2;
from Miami. Fla., to spend Christmas
• * * *
CLUDED, only__________$7.85
Olive Peabody. Mr.s. Ruby Kalloch
Evg. 6.30. 8.30.
Silsby’s Flower Shop
with her parente.
z
The first soldiers' home opened by 432 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
Cont. Saturday
TEL. 318-W
Mrs. Orrct Smith, Mrs. Fred Her Mrs. Rosina Buber. Mrs Eleanor Bar
the U. S. Government was in 1866 at A GOOD PLACE TO BUY GOOD
2.00 to 10.30
Rncklend
Tel. 892
R(K ALAND Togus.
FOOTWEAR
rick and Doward Smith were weekend rett. Mrs. Gertrude Hahn.
371 MAIN STIt has been completely
140-tf
July 14—Mrs. Nancy Clark, Mrs.
visitors in Medomak.
modernized ln recent years.

OCl ETY

HERE IT IS

CUTLER’S

SALE
COATS

O'-

NOW GOING ON

SAVE 25% - 50%
The Early Riser

Mrs. Rollins’ Pupils

7am Gum
80M
ro TH! „
WIST

NEW YEAR’S

FOOTWEAR

STATIONERY

A HAPPY AND MOST PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR!

SALE ON

“WISE GIRL”

EVENING SANDALS

Boxwood Wreaths

now $3.95

Other Styles
$2.95

McLain Shoe Store

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Dc
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Some Weather Myths

U. S. HAS BEST WATER IN WORLD

With Extension Agents
AND THE

been perfected which at small cost
will effectively remove undesirable
tastes and odors in water supplies.
It ls now being used by more than
1,000 cities tn the United States to
keep the water sweet and palatable,
and the taxpayers happy. With it
any city or town can have water
of the highest quality. The cost of
protecting the palatablllty of a
community’s water supply with ac
tivated carbon Is only about 3 centa
per person for a whole year.

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU
Agriculture

vation work on their farm this com-1 The schedule of county agent1
lng year Both men took part in ' Wentworth for the first two weeks of j
January is: Jan. 3. 1 p. m., meeting
tilis past J€“rs Pr°8ram
I
of county supervisors on Agricultural
• • • Conservation, at the Court House.
Harold Allen of Hope is building
Wiscasset: Jan. 4. at IO. Extension
a new greenhouse. He is planning to
Service meeting at church vestry.
increase his acreage of vegetables
Bristol; Jan. 5, at 1:30. Extension
next year. Fred Heal of Camden is
Service
meeting at Joe Houdlette's
remodeling one of his old greenfarm, Dresden Mills.
houses,
• •• •
j

The following supervisors who will
assist this winter in explaining the
1928 Agricultural Conservation program to farmers recently met with
the Kennebec county men and went
over the program: Harold Allen,
Hope: Henry Kontio. West Rockport.
Wallace Spear. North Nobleboro; Eidon Hunt. Damariscotta Mills; Maynard Albee. Aina; and Stanley
Kastanowski.
North
Whitefield. I
These men will start visiting farmers Apple trees through the State pool
in January. This will give every for 1938 delivery have been ordered
farmer in the county a chance to by Howard Coose. Frank Payson.
have the program explained to him Gilford Payson. E. N Hobbs, and
and an opportunity to take part ln Harold Allen of Hope; Norris Waltz,
it.
Damariscotta; Dewey and Frank Call,
•♦••
'Mrs. John Oardener. F. L. S Morse,
Arthur Beverage and Hiram Bev- Mrs. Ruth Levenseler. and A. B. Allen,
erage of North Haven are planning of Rockland; and C. N Light, Waldoto continue the Agricultural Conser- boro.

Tourists Enjoy Home Comforts
In Palatial Trailer Paradise

Jan. 6. 10. Extension Service meet;ng at Grange hall. Camden; Jan. 7.
io. Extension Service meeting at
Grange hall, Hope; Jan. 8. 1:30. Extension Service meeting at Grange
hall. Appleton; Jan. 11, 10, Extension
service meeting at church vestry.
sheepscot; Jan. 12. 1:3a Extension
Service meeting at community hall,
North Nobleboro; Jan. 13, 1. Extension Service meeting at North Whitefield; and Jan. 14, 1:30. Extension
Service meeting at Robert Oxtons,
West Rockport.
With The Homes

The following Planning Meetings
will be held with Miss Esther Dun‘ham, home demonstration agent:
' North Eagecomb. Dec. 30. at the
school house. Mrs. Elizabeth Cas
well. Mrs. Charles Gray, and Mrs
Mary Webb are on the dinner com
mittee.
Tenant's Harbor. Dec 31. at the
home of Mrs. Gertrude Hupper. Mrs
Hupper and Mrs. Winner Taylor will
serve the square meal at noon.
Bristol. Jan. 4. at the church vestry.
Rockport. Jan. 5. at the home of
Mrs. Christie Whitney.
Camden. Jan. 6. at the Camden
Grange hall.
At all of these meetings stere-,
opticon slides on Extension work in I
the county will be shown in the,
morning. The afternoon programi
will be devoted to planning work for]
the coming, selecting committees, and
electing officers.
• • • •
Damariscotta will hold a cliair can
ing meeting Jan. 4 at the home of
Mrs. Irene Puffer. Mrs. Puffer and
Mrs. Marion Russell will serve the
square meal for health at noon.
Aina, which is a new community,
will hold their first leader meetingI
on Jan. 5. the subject—"Consider the
Slip. This meeting will be conduct-]
' ed by their community clothing ]
leader. Mrs. Eleanor Sherer.
• • • •

Burkettville has a leader meeting
O one can become homesick ln this, with palms waving close by on Recipes Jan. 6 The dinner com-1
Ollie Trout's beautiful tourist ln the breeze, porch lounging chairs mittee is Mrs. Carolyn Leigher and
park at Miami, Fla. For the re for the housewives and the operator Mrs. Gladys Linscott and the place
sourceful and thoughtful Mr. Trout of the washer, more than likely, I of meeting Mrs. Florence Calder
did not stop after he had assured wearing a gaily-patterned beach
wood's.
the scenic beauty ot his ten acres costume as she presides at the
with 3,000 royal and cocoa palms, machine.
more than 10,000 shrubs and count Daily these modem gypsies in
4-H Club Notes
less flowering plants. Remembering
crease ln number. The first hint of
"Mascot Club" is the name of a
that trailers are the homes of those
who tour in them, he established winter sees them starting south by new Junior Girls' Club organized at
a typical home laundering room on the thousands. And on Blscayne
the grounds, with a regulation up- boulevard the Miami-bound motor- North Haven under the leadership of
Mrs. Susie Wooster and assistant
to-date household washing machine, vagabonds will swing In at Ollie's,
ironer, set-tubs and plenty of hot seek the shade of hls sheltering I leadership of Mrs. Ethel Wooster.
palms and then Incline a grateful
water.
Nowhere else In the United ear to the sudsy swish softly sound ] There are five girls enrolled taking
States, ln all probability. Is there ing from that flower-bordered laun- j the sewing project. Officers elected
a home laundering room quite like: dering room of hia.
are: President. Grace Beverage,
I vice president, Ellen Wooster; secre
tary, Carolyn Greenlaw; treasurer.
FLORIDA
Erma Witherspoon; color bearer and
cheer leader. Barbara Dyer.
• * • •

N

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Holel

Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.

Booklet
on
Application

HOTEL

June ts
October

GRALYNN

H. H. Mass
Manager

Comer Second Street

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamford
DeL Co.

and First Avenae

N. I.

Moderate Rates
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

RATES:
Smqle '2»J« J»

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
to Your hotel in BOSTON

Ooubl. tjBAM *U

Ail «OOMJ WIT* »ATB
Sr«c «i

««<Uy

500 Roosaj
RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB ’-.SHOWER

« NORTH STATION
TRAIN-toyour ROOM

sraiifiT

Pownalboro Good Will boys’ club
of West Aina under the leadership
of Clifton Walker held their reorgani
zation meeting. Dec. 22. At the
present time, there are 15 enrolled
taking five different projects. The
offlcers are: president. Elwood Humason; vice president, Ralph Hilton;
secretary and club reporter, Herbert
Yarbrough;
treasurer,
Kenneth
Karh; and color bearer. Victor Verney. The club boys joined with the
Garrison Hill Grange for a Christ
mas party and tree following their
meeting.
"Ways of Serving Vegetables" was
the subject of a recent meeting held
by the Hope Willing Workers 4-H
club. After discussion the club mem
bers prepared Harvard beets.
• • • •
Ruth Norwood was judging cham
pion of muffin judging contest and
Vernard Merrifield of a bean judg
ing contest which was held at a club
meeting of the Alford Lake 4-H club
of Hope.
Dec. 30.31. and Jan. 1. county cham
pions will be attending a State Con
test at the University of Maine in
Orono.
From Knox-Lincoln county the
following county champions are eli
gible to attend: (their project is also
listed)
Clara Brownell, Hope, canning;
Ina Anderson, Georges River road,
Thomaston, chick raising: Beatrice
Sidelinger. Nobleboro, cooking and
housekeeping; Neal Walker. West
Aina, sweet corn; Albert Harjula,

Consider Motorist

When Beaver Puts Mud Lay-: Petroleum Committee of th:

He

Does

ers On His House May Not

Opinion

Mean Bitter Winter

More Than His Share

Old Man Winter officially moved
into the northern hemisphere at exactly 1:22 a m. Tuesday for a stay,
welcome or not, until 1:43 a. m.
March 21. The astronomers are
very precise in such matters,
While more northerly latitudes
will picture this annual visitor as
a villainous old customer with an
icicle-encrusted beard, Miami may

That

After contributing many millions]
. cf dollars in special automotive taxes
Ito the federal government since 1932.
1 the motorists of this and other states

1 should be given preference by ConI,
gress in any tax relief programs.
i J. B Campbell. Secretary of tlw
f Maine Petroleum Inaustries Commit
Well (left) In Palestine, from
tee. raid in a statement commenting
which was taken water that
upon the proposals made to eliminate
was turned into wine for
luxury taxes and to retain tlie fedthe wedding feast In the
look upon him as a benign old g«n- | eral mss cn gas,1!ns. !ubricatillg oll.
center picture It shown
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automatic machine
feeding activated car
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bon into water sup
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of the prime essentials of
ply of Saginaw,
life. Throughout history the de
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, to the federal government. Those
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gree of civilization of a people
photograph shows
The official forecast for the first taxes were additional to the high
can be measured by Its ingenuity
aerstion of water
day of winter here is. "Partly cloudy, burden of automotive taxes imposed.
in Denver, Colo.
ln providing adequate supplies j?
gentle to moderate breezes, with by this state,” said Mr. Campbell.
Denver
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acti

of pure water to cities.
little
change in temperature.”
vated
carbon
to
"The federal gasoline tax and the1
The United States ls far ahead I
Winter, according to the astrono oher motor levies were ei.acted in
keep Its water palat
of any other nation in the world
able and of high
mers, makes Its official entrance 1932 when internal revenue was at
ln providing Its citizens with
quality.
ample supplies of water that are
"when the sun enters the sign of I li8 depression low Congress indicatboth safe and palatable. Our stand
Capncorn and reaches its m<»t , ed that they were only temporarv snd
1
ards of living are highest in the
southern declination." That happened wculd be repeaicd when revenue from
world and consequently we demand
at 1:22 a m.
oiher scurces returned to its predewater of a quality higher than that
Associated
Press
correspondents
in
pression level. In 1937 the federal
required in most other countries.
the colder areas of the United States government collected more than
To supply a community with
good water throughout the year is
used winter's scheduled arrival as the $5,000.000 000 in internal revenue. If
a big task, for water supplies
basis for interviews with outstanding congress really wishes to bring aoout
originate as rain, trickle over and
scientists on the more cherished be- j £c,me meajure of tax r„lief n shouW
through the earth, picking up disliefs of the amateur weather prog- start by e,lm,n,ting thc federal laxes
flavors ln the Journey from the
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Dr. W Reid Blair, director of the | -Contrary to popular thought, moImpair tbe palatability of water.
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Trade wastes also frequently impair
the quality of water. Until a few
tionally known authority on ani nary ability to pay taxes. Studies
years ago these disflavors common
mals, brushed aside the theory an by government agencies indicate that
to most water could not be entirely
unusually bitter winter is on the more than half of the motorists of
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.. r) bave ever purchased a new car.
this time of year. Dr. Blair said. ti,,,
1 lne majority of the motorists own
“Evidently someone once watched
cars with a value of less than $200J
him doing it just before a cold snap To subject these motorists to exces
A. B. Crocker
and. presto, the myth was born."
sive taxation by both the state and
Theories tegarding the thickness
Many readers of The Courier- of the fur of animals and ’he thick the federal governments is unfair. 1
Gazette in their saunters by auto ness of the bark of trees were also and contrary to the principles of]
taxation which have prevailed for
Westward over what was the Wor brushed aside as being devoid of
centuries.
cester Turnpike, but is now Route 20. scientific value as indicators of win
"Instead of thinking about taking 1
By MYRA KLNGSLEY
have seen the Wayside Inn at Sud ter weather.
‘.axes off of certain luxuries. Congress ‘
—Miami (Fla.» Herald.
This morning I was awakened by
should remove the federal gasoline
bury, Mass. Some of them have
the song of my Persian Bulbul, one
tax and the other automotive levies.
of the exotic birds whose cages fill
dined, a few stayed over night, and
LUCKY CONGRESSMEN
a drawing room window of my New
The motorists of the nation have con
few
who
stayed
a
week
there,
as
I
York apartment, and I knew that
tributed
approximately $1,500,000,000
Just
See
What
They
Are
Going
To
in just five hours I would be broad
did several years ago. and occupied
Have On Their Dinner Tables on in these special taxes to the federal
casting to millions of people living I
the so-called “Longfellow room" January 21
everywhere in America. I remem
government. Patiently they have
bered, too, that I am forty years
over the parlor.
borne those taxes, as well as all the
old and working harder with every
In Longfellow's Life Voi. 3 under
Maine will be liberally represented other general taxes. They are en
year. Once that thought would have
date of Oct. 11. 1862 he writes: jon the menu at the fish dinner to titled now to relief."
depressed me—but no longer. Life
grows steadily brighter; I now know
"Wrote a little upon the Wayside, b(, given in Washington Jan. 21 by
so clearly what I want; I appreciate
Inn—a beginning only. Oct. 31 1 the Advisory Committee on Fisheries.
OLD AGE PENSIONS
so warmly what I have.
Drove with Fields to the old Red the Secretary of Commerce, the UnitAt forty, I am credited with in
fluencing more people through As
Horse Tavern in Sudbury—alas, no ed States Commissioner of Fisheries The New Commission Is Swamped By
trology than any other person now
longer an inn. In the old time, it and other government officials, j
Applications Numbering 16,000
living. At fifty, I should be a wiser
was a house of call for all travelersI Every geographical section of the
astrologer, and I shall certainly
from Boston westward
Nov. 11— ] country will be represented.
know more about the infinitely rich
The three-member commission cre
pattern of life. How many times
The Sudbury Tales go on famously.
Rufus H. Stone of the Fishermen's ated by the Maine Legislature to ap
might one live, I wonder, without
Nov. 18—Finished the Prelude to the Relief Corporation. Portland, is a prove applications for old age assist
exhausting Life's possibilities! The
Wayside Inn.’ (It was a question member of the advisory committee, ance had before it at its first meet
years are merely new doors leading
MH
to even larger, lovelier chambers.
with the poet whether it should be : which has members from every ing approximately 16.000 requests
lt is a little reckless in an astrol Myra Kingsley. from the sketch by
'Sudbury Tales' or 'Tales of a Way- ‘ branch of the industry and many from Maine's aged for pensions.
oger to own exotic birds. So many
Virginia Fowler.
side Inn but he preferred the latter.) | state institutions. The committee is
Promising pension checks would
people see the psychic or mystical
"April
16. 1863—Meanwhile thea sub-committee of the Business Ad-' ** mailed the “latter part of this
in our every departure from the mately, for most people consult
usual. But I more than balance my Astrology because they are faced
j Sudbury
Tales, are in press. To visory Council, constituted to advise week" to some of the applicants,
love for tropical birds with an even with a problem which seems insolvJames T. Fields, publisher, Nahant,j the department on national prob- \ Health and Welfare Commissioner
deeper love for horses, and not even able. What fundamental things can
Aug. 25.1883: I am afraid we have
lems. Oeorge W. Leadbetter said, however,
a Whirling Dervish could consider I do for these millions, separated
made a mistake in calling the new
The menu includes shrimp, lobster [ "'he number of pensions to be paid
lhat mystical.
I’m talking a lot from me only in space; linked with
me
vitally
in
thought
and
feeling?
about me; but you are still asking
volume. 'The Sudbury Tales.’ Now and crab, planked New England in December will be very small.’’
To those growing old, I thought
me questions—thousands of you—
that I see it announced. I do not like swordfish, creamed New England 'Tt Is impossible to determine imand I love it! Your questions al I can say truthfully that I have
the title. Sumner (Charles) cried finnan haddie. miniature New Eng- \ mediately how many pensioins will be
most literally thrust me before a found the years an enrichment. For
microphone—radio seemed the only I like maturity, because I like wis
out against it and has persuaded me land codfish balls on toothpicks as Paid thbi month," he said.
way in which to answer so many. dom. power, accomplishment, ex
’.0 come back to 'The Wayside Inn.’ hot hors d'oeuvres and deviled Maine 1 "We will pay some pensions
in'
But speaking five times a week, perience—the things that can come
Nov. 26. 1863—Published today by sardines on toast and pickled and 1 th°se cases which already have been
over a coast-to-coast hook-up of the only with age. No matter how wise
Mutual Broadcasting System, has or intelligent a young person may
Ticknov and Fields, "Tales of a Way- peppered shrimp among the cold hors investigated and which are approved
merely swelled my mail to stagger be. only the process of growing—of
side Inn.' 15.0CO copies. To Miss d'oeuvres.
, by the commission."
ing proportions. I answer dozens becoming — can give life the color
F------- . Dec. 28. 1863—'The Wayand dozens of letters. And still I that I think it should have. 1 may
side Inn’ has more foundation in
love it!
be a good astrologer now, but I shall
Every broadcast is thus in a sense be a better one ten years from now.
fact than you may suppose. The
a “command performance."
And
To the young I may be able to
town of Sudbury is about 20 miles
sometimes I am a little awed by the point out the path of their inborn
from Cambridge. Some 200 years
thought of the reach and power talents and capacities—that is one of
ago. an English family by the name
which radio gives, and the immense the missions of Astrology—and to
responsibility which these entail In both old and young I may succeed
of Howe built there a country house
five hours. I reflected as the Bul in showing the splendor, the ex
which has remained in the family
bul’s tones still welled into the haustless possibilities which I see in
down to the present time, the last
room, I shall be talking to millions life. Almost every human being has
nf people confronted by almost every in him the seeds of genius—some
of the race dying but two years ago.
conceivable human problem. Mv “pecial talent or capacity with which
"Losing their fortune, they became
words may touch many lives inti- he came into the world.
inn keepers, and for a century the
~~
Red Horse Inn has flourished, going
George;’ River road. Thomaston.,:
down from father and son. The place
dair>': H vinal Hard>'' Hope' garden: !
is just as I have described it, though
Raymond Anderson. Georges River
.
,
no longer an inn. All this will ac
road, Thomaston, pig; Roland Trus- Showing Notable Gam At
count for the landlord's coat-of-arms,
sell. Cedar Grove, potato. Arthur
University of Maine—Sea and his being a justice of the peace,
Bevera8e. North Haven, poultry
and his being known as 'the squire' (
son’s Crops Reviewed
management; and Barbara Pinkham.
—things that must sound strange in
Style
b
South Bristol, room improvement and
Interest in agricultural education English ears.
sewing.
"All the characters are real. The
in Maine set a fast pace in 1937,
musician is Ole Bull; the Spanish,
Frank P Washburn, agricultural
Jew, Israel Edrehi, whom I have
I
commissioner, noted Wednesday as he seen as I have painted him. How
Now Stars on Air
expressed optimism for the next ever. all the characters were not real- |’
ly at the Sudbury Inn. The poet was
year's farm outlook. The Univer
1
T. W. Parsons; the Sicilian, Luigi
sity of Maines college of agriculture Monti; the theologian, Prof. Tread
showed an 86 percent increase in well; the student. Henry Ware Wales.
students in four year with 615 stu Parsons. Monti and Treadwell were
in the habit of spending the summer
dents thus year, he said.
months at Sudbury Inn.”
This is a fine quality writing paper in greytone or varytone.
Washburn foresaw a wider market
On the fly leaf of my copy of
, for Maine seed potatoes next year. Longfellow's poems Us written "WayYour name and address printed on sheets and envelopes with style
A or B heading
I He planned to plant “test plots" in side Inn. Sept. 15, 1899 ' (Horse and
Florida during the winter. Last year's buggy days). I went with a party,
Your choice of lettering in green, brown, blue or black ink.
j tuber crop of 48.503.000 bushels was two horses and a wagonette. I later
48 folded sheets 5x8—48 envelopes 5 1 -8x4 1 -8
I 4.425.000 bushels more than in 1936. stayed at the Inn, Aug. 22-28. 1904,
and occupied the Longfellow room. E.
Perfect
for your own correspondence and just the thing for gifts.
Carloadings have been greater this
R. Lemon, proprietor, was also a
| year.
justice of the peace and the squire.
Although grain production fell off, After hls death, his widow carried
Maine had a "bumper” blueberry on for a time then sold the Inn to
crop. Dairy products totaled less the present proprietor, Henry Ford.
Jean Hersholt, one ol the screen’s
than in 1936, but prices held steadier.
most noted character actors, stars
Fall plowing gave Maine corn growTruck covers, spray hoods, canvas
on his first air series, the dramatic
1 ers a "real entomological victory" ln of all kinds. Power machine stitch
ROCKLAND, MAINE
"Dr. Christian ot River's End,’’
! the perennial battle against the corn ing. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn
heard each Sunday afternoon over
1 borer, Washburn said.
ing Co., 16 Willow St,
CBS from 2:30-3:00 V. M. (g.S.l.l
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